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ABSTRACT

Heat pipes are a promising candidate for spacecraft radiators. They

combine low weight with high thermal efficiency. Liquid metal heat pipes

operated at power throughputs well below their design point for long

durations may fail as a result of the working fluid migrating to a cold

region within the pipe, freezing there, and not returning to the evaporator

section. Eventually sufficient working fluid inventory may be lost to the

cold region to cause a local dry-out condition in the evaporator, a

condition which may lead to complete and permanent failure.

This report describes a program designed to investigate the mass

migration phenomenon in heat pipes. The program involved experiments to

observe and measure the mass migration rates in both high and low

operating temperature heat pipes. The low-temperature experiments were

intended to simulate the operation of high-temperature, liquid metal heat

pipes. Octadecane was the selected low-temperature working fluid. It is

a paraffin and exhibits some of the characteristics of liquid metal

working fluids. Sodium was the working fluid used in the high

temperature experiment. The various heat pipe experiments were

successful, producing temperature profile, heat throughput and mass

distribution data.

A one-dimensional compressible flow model was developed for describing

the hydrodynamics of rarefied vapcr flow in heat pipe condensers. ‘This

model was compared with experimental data for the low-temperature

octadocane heat pipes and the high -!emperaturw sodium heat pipe. The



model was found to satisfactorally predict the temperature profiles and

location of freeze-fronts for the low-temperature heat pipes. Mass

migration rate predictions using the model wsre satisfactory for the low-

temperature heat pipes as well. However, the mass migration prediction

for the high-temperature, sodium heat pipe was not in agreement with

experimental data. An analytical model “which accounts for property

variations in the radial as well as longitudinal directions is recommended.

A one-dimensional model was unsatisfactory for predicting mass

migration rates in liquid metal heat pipes.

The experimental data provides a benchmark for estimating mass

migration rates in liquid metal heat pipe radiators. This led to the

development of design approaches which should mitigate the deleterious

effects of the mass migration phenomenon on heat pipe radiators

performance.
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INTRODUCTION

Liquid metal heat pipes operated at power throughput well below their

design point for long durations may fail as a result of the working fluid

migrating to a cold region within the pipe, freezing there, and not

returning to the evaporator section. Eventually sufficient working fluid

irwentory may be lost to the cold region to cause a local dry-out condition

in the evaporator.

In the interest of developing heat pipes not subject to failure by this mass

migration phenomenon, a joint experimental and analytical effort between

the Air Force Phillips Laboratory and Los Alamos National Laboratory was

initiated, Experiments included ooth high temperature liquid metal and

low temperature; organic heat pipes. The objectives of this effort were to

experimentally observe and measure the rate of mass migration into the

frozen region within heat pipes and develop a combined analytical and

empirical model capable of predicting those rates for liquid metal heat

pipes operating well below their design points. The intent of the model is

to be first-order and semi-analytical. It will include important

parameters and will enable an evaluation of the sensitivity of rll~deled

results to those parameters to be made. As a result, the operating

parameters for heat pipes intended for this type of operation, such as is

the case for some spacecraft radiators, will be defined. This will

ultimately lead to the formulation of heat pipe designs not subject to

failure as a rwsult of internal migration of working fluid,

This introductory section will outline the problems associated with heat
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rejection in space and the incentives for developing heat pipes for waste

heat rejection from spacecraft. A brief discussion is included describing

normal heat pipe operation and the problems associated with their long

term operation at power levels substantially below their design points.

This introductory section will conclude with a discussion of related work

and the specific goals for this program.

1.1. Background: Heat RC,ection in Space

The unique environment of space presents unusual heat rejection

problems.

space is

rejection

Due to the absence of a convective medium, heat rejection in

accomplished by either radiation or mass rejection. Mass

systems present the risk that they may interfere and possibly

even permanently damage sensitive detectors, acquisition, and

communications instruments or other sensitive instruments aboard the

spacecraft. In addition, for spacecraft with high net heat loads over their

design life, the mass for rejection systems exceeds that for passi’”~

radiator designs. For these reasons and because radiator systems have

been successfully employed in the past, mass

seldom considered. Most future spacecraft will

heat radiat~rs of some design.

rejection systems are

probably employ waste

Future spacecraft will require greater power sources to meet the needs of

ever increasingly

greater distances

communications w

sophisticated instruments, As these craft travel

their power requirements for propulsion and

II also increase. Consequently, the waste heat

rejection and thermal control requirements wil! increase proportionately.

2



With all spacecraft, weight is a

designed to achieve maximum

minimizing weight. This applies

premium. Every system aboard is

performance and reliability while

to the thermal control system or

systems, and in particular to the waste heat radiators which often can be

the largest single component in these systems.

Heat pipes are a promising candidate for spacecraft radiators. They

combine low weight with high thermal efficiency, The heat pipe, whose

operation is described in later paragraphs, is capable of low thermal

resistances, many times lower than

heat pipe can transport heat over

that heat to a sink under the most

the bwit metals. Because of this, a

appreciable distances and then reject

favorable conditions. In some cases,

the temperature losses are so low that the heat rejection is accomplished

at temperatures very near the source temperature, making the device

extremely efficient.

The waste heat rejection temporaturas for future spacecraft will be on

the order of 700 to 1000 K. Alkali liquid metals are best suited

as working fluids at

1.2. Background:

these temperatures.

An Overview of Heat Pipe Operation

Before discussing the problem of !ong !erm, low-power operation of a

heat pipe, it is beneficial to first provide a brief history of the invention

and describe the basic principles by which it operates.

Figure 1 illustrates schematically the principal components and operation

of a heat pipe, A heat pipe is a sealed tube containing a working fluid

existing under saturation conditions, That is, the working fluid is in
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equilibrium between its phases. In normal oper:ttion, the fluid exists

simultaneously as a liquid and a saturated vapor. When operating, heat is

absorbed b>”the working fluid in a region called the evaporator, where the

liquid is vaporized. The amount of thermal energy absorbed by the liquid

in the evaporator is proportional to the fluid’s latent heat of vaporization.

Some representative heat pipe working fluids and their latent heats are

listed in Table 1 below.

The vaporized working fluid flows from the evaporator to the cooled

region, called the condenser, where the working fluid concienses giving up

its !atent heat of vaporizat”an. The condensate is circulated back to the

heated tegion where it again vaporizes. The two principal means by which

liquid circulation is accomplished are by gravity or by capillary action In

space applications, where gravitational forces are negligible, capillary

wick structures are used for liquid circulation. Wire mesh screens,

foams, felts and sintered powders are some of the more common wick

structure materials. Container materials are usualiy metals; however,

ceramics, glasses and composites have also been used in specialized

applications,

Heat pipes are being developed for a wide variety of heat transfer and

temperature control applications, some of which include solar energy

conversion, waste heat recovery, temperature control for irradiation

experiments in nuclear reactors and temperature control of electronic and

optical sensor equipment and also temperature control of spacecraft. In

most applications, a proporly designed heat pipe will transfer heal

between two different reservoirs while operating at a ilearly uniform

4



Heat Inpllt Heat Pipe Heat
Liquid Return

~~~~~~~{{1{{~{ ‘)ou’h ‘i’k/Enve]ope timlmtt

.

It!tttttl!tt!tt I
Evaporator Adiabatic

Section Section

Www

(condenser

Section

ure 1. Sche@ic Represew of a~

Wna Fl~

Fluid Temperature (“C) Latent Heat of

Vaporization (J/gin)

Ammonia o 1263
Freon 11 0 190
Acetone o 564
Methanol o 1178

Water o 2492
Mercury 500 291
Cesium 500 512

Potassium 500 2040
Sodium 500 4370
Lithium 1000 20525
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temperature. However, in some situations, a heat pipe may be required to

operate with a non-uniform temperature profile.

1.3. Background:

Pipe Operation

In most applications

The Problem of Long Term, Low-Power

a heat pipe will be operated under a specific

defined set of conditions. And, accordingly it will be designed

I+eat

and well

to those

conditions. When a heat pipe is operated at power levels substantially

different than those it was designed for, it may fail to perform

satisfactorily and may even fail altogether. One scenario of interest

where these circumstances may arise is as follows: Consider a

spacecraft traveling for a period of tens of months or years in a low-

power mode as it makes its planned journey, Upon arrival at its intended

destination, the spacecraft powers up and begins to gather and send data.

The heat rejection system is required to operate in two distinctly

different modes. The first is a long-term, low-power mode during the

transit, The second is a high-power or full-power mode as the craft

gathers, records and sends data back to the experimenters. The design

cor~straints imposed by the high-power operating mode will, to a large

extent, dictate the heat pipe design, Materials, geometries, relative sizes

and wick structures are all influenced by the

requirements. The low-power mode, in general,

constraints on the design; however, if the heat

high power operating

imposes lt3ss severe

pipe is operatea

extended periods at low power, it may fail as a result of migration of

working fluid. Working fluid can migrate to the cold region within

for

the

the

pipe, freeze there, and not re!urn to the evaporator section, Eventually

sufficient working fluid inventory may be lost to tho cold region to cause

6



a local dry-out condition in the evaporator, a condition whicti may lead to

complete and permanent failure.

Low-power, quasi-steady state heat pipe operation has been demonstrated

in the Laboratory. Heat pipe tests have demonstrated that in operating

radiative coupled heat pipes below their heat throughput design point, a

part of the condenser will operate near the evaporator exit temperature,

essentially isothermal. At the end of this region, the temperature falls

sharply and can reach values below the fusion temperature for the working

fluid. This temperature decline occurs over a length corresponding to a

few heat pipe diameters.

To illustrate this, Figure 2 shows a temperature profile for a potassium

heat pipe operated well below its design point. This heat pipe is

constructed of niobium-1 .OO/Ozirconium; has an annular screen wick; is

1.52 centimeters in diameter; and is approximately 1.0 meter long. The

heated length was 11 cm. Heat removal was by ,’adiatior~ over the entire

length. The heat pipe was operatod at steady state, with an approximate

power throughput at the evaporator exit of 65 Watts. It was designed to

transport 650 Watts at 800 K.[1I

A heat pipe operating well below its design point will slowly deplete its

inventory of usable working fluid as a result of fluid freezing in the

condenser and not being cycled back to the evaporator. For long-terin,

low-power operation of heat pipe radiator elr?ments in space power

systems, this mode of operation may load to system failure.
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In order to determine the rate at which the working fluid migrates from

the molten region to the frozen region, it is necessary to establish the

point where freezing begins. To do so by analytic means requires the use

of a model for the flowing vapor in the condenser. The heat pipe wall

temperature is strongly dependent upon the vapor stream temperature, and

freezing will start to occur at ii~~ point along the wall where the

temperature is equal to the working fluia fusion temperature. A useful

model must account for the changing nature of the vapor as it travels

down

Z n
c1

the condenser,
700

J
600- ❑

500“ 0

❑

400- ❑
fu ion temperature

-d
❑

❑ n—-

300 , I 1 i 1
0 20 40 (30 80 100

Axial Location (cm)

-~ Tewe!ature Profile Data fGr a P~sium-Nmhum 1 AZ
,, 3’ W@N.Ill

e e or a ower
Jts 13esian Q@

progressively becoming more rarefied. The vapor stream as it Ieavgs the

t tiaporator exit is in continuum flow. Eventually a sufficient amount of

vapor condenses out of the stream so that tho

for the vapor at the wall is no longer va!id.[z]

assumption of zero velocity

This type of flow is termed
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slip flow, or transition flow. Eventually, the flowing vapor becomes so

rarefied as to be in free molecular flow. Molecular flow occurs when the

mean free path for the molecules is approximately equal to the

characteristic dimension for the channel, [sl in this case the heat pipe

inside diameter. It is in these regions of slip flow and free molecular

flow that the sharp temperature decline along the outside heat pipe

surface is observed.

1.4” Technical Approach : An Overview

The overall objectives for this program are to experimentally observe and

measure the rate of mass migration into the frozen region within heat

pipes and develop a combined analytical and empirical model capable of

predicting those rates for heat pipes operating well below their design

points.

The technical approach was as follows:

● Strategies for measuring mass distributions and the changes in

mass distributions with operation of the heat pipe were formulated and

evaluated. Strategies included bGth direct and indirect techniques and

were both nor] destructive and destructive. Eval’lqtions were based on

accuracy, complexity, cost and repeatability.

● Candidate wor’,ing fluids for use in the low-temperature h~at pipe

experiments were evaluated, The evaluation criteria included: operating

temperature, rarefied flow behavior near the tripie point, triple point



above the dew point, low saturation vapor pressure, materials

compatibility, and low toxicity and hazard potential.

● Qualification experiments were designed and conducted to help

assess the selected low-temperature heat pipe working fluid.

m A one dimensional analytical model was developed and programmed

on a desk top computer. The computer model was designed to predict

pressure and temperature profiles, freeze-front locations, and mass

migration rates within operating heat pipes.

● Low-temperature experiments were designed with the objective of

simulating the operation of high-temperature, liquid metal heat pipes

operated at power levels substantially below their design points. The use

ot low temperature heat pipes simplifies the required experimental and

fabrication techniques.

● Heat pipes for use in the low-temperature experiments were

designed and fabricated.

● The low-temperature experiments were conducted and the test data

reduced.

● The !ow-temperature heat pipe test data was compared with the

computer model predictions and the results were reviewed.

● A high temperature experiment was designed employing a liquid

metal heat pipe,

● A Heat pipe for use

designed and fabricated.

n the high-temperature experiments was

● The high temperature experiment was conducted and the test data

reduced.

b The high-temperature heat pipe test data was compared with the

computer model predictions and the results were reviewed.
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1.5. Background: Related Work

Several studies have been conducted in the past on rarefied flows in heat

pipes.[41[~l[Gl These studies focused on the start-up dynamics of heat

pipes and not on long term, low power operation. However, parallels

between the operating modes exist. During start-up of some heat pipes,

regimes of free molecular flow, transition flow and continuum flow can

exist. The flow can be compressible or incompressible. Vapor velocities

can be sonic or even supersonic. A review of the dynamics of vapor flow

in heat pipes during start-up and the methods by which these dynamics are

studied is beneficial for the study of the mass migration phenomena in

heat pipes operated for long cluraticns at low pawer.

!n a heat pipe, the vapor streaml accelerates or decelerates as a result of

the addition or removal of mass, MasC addition in a heat pipe evaporator

and mass removal in a heat pipe condenser are analogous to the converging

and diverging sections in a nozzle. The changes in velocity for a flow in a

converging-diverging nozzle are the result of a constant mass flow

thrcugh a variab!e cross-section area duct. In a heat pipe, the changes in

velocity are caused by changes in the mass flow through a constant cross-

section area. Figure 3 illustrates the pressure in a converging-diverging

for various flows. As the vapor velocity increases, the pressure

decreases in the converging section of the nozzle. In the diverging

section, the velocity can increase further and become supersonic provided

the outlet pressure is low enough, or the velocity can decrease with a

corresponding rec~mpression of the vapor. The amount of recompression

depends on the magnitude of the outlet pressure, Pt. Supersonic flows

11



will occur for outlet pressures below Ph. As the outlet pressure is

decreased from PI to PII, the flow in the converging section increases to a

maximum, attaining sonic velocity at the throat. This is considered the

choked condition as no further reductions in outlet pressure result in

increased mass flow. As the outlet pressure is reduced below PII, the

flow in the diverging section becomes supersonic, and pressure recovery

usually occurs in the form of a shock wave. There is one value of outlet

pressure, PIV for a given area ratio which results in a continuous

acceleration of the vapor over the entire length of the duct. Further

reductions in the outlet pressure have no effect upon the vapor flow in the

nozzle section.

Vapor flow in a heat pipe is similar to that in a converging-diverging

nozzle. Choked fiow, high vapor velcsities and pressure recovery in heat

pipes have been demonstrated by experiment.[sli71 Results of experiments

with a sodium heat pipe by Kemme are presented in Figure 4.[7] Shown is

a plot of temperature versus axial location, Heat pipe wall temperatures

were used because they can be more readily measured than pressu

because the heat pipe is a two phase system, there is a direct

between temperature and pressure. A constant, uniform heat

es and,

relation

nput of

6400 W was supplied at the evaporator. Heat rejection was controlled

using a gas-gap calorimeter. The mixture of argon and helium in the gas-

gap calorimeter can be controlled to give a factor of four variation in the

heat sink thermal resistance. Curve A exhibits a subsonic flow condition

with some pressure recovery in the condenser. The vapor accelerated in

the evaporator section as a result of mass addition due to evaporation.

12



The corresponding vapor stream pressure decreased as manifested by the

declining temperature.

SectiOn

. A

Throat 1

.
Sonic.
Limit

.

.

.

.

I

711

P“r. + Iv

e 3. PreW Profil~ in a Conver~e .

As the heat rejection rate was increased, thus lowering the condenser

temperature and pressure, the evaporator temperature was also lowered

until sonic velocity was achieved at the evaporator exit as shown in curve

El. Increasing the heat rejection further only decreased the condenser

temperature and had no effect on the evaporator as shown in curves C and

D. Choked flow at the evaporator exit and the sonic limit of heat pipe

operation was demonstrated.
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The flow dynamics are similar for heat pipes and converging-diverging

nozzles, but the expressions for predicting temperature, pressure and

density changes in the vapor stream are necessarily different. The

derivation of the expressions for heat pipes should be based on flow

through a constant area duct with mass addition or removal. Appendix A

outlines a one-dimensional compressible flow model for heat pipe

evaporators as originally presented by Deverall et al 151. This model

forms the basis for the following discussion.
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2. Theoretical and Experimental Methods

2.1 Mcdeling of the Mass Migration Phenomena in Heat Pipes

Consider the control surface of length dx shown in Figure 5. Mass flows

into the surface at a rate w on the left side, and flows out at a rate w +

dw on the right. Heat flows out of the volume at a rate dQ as a result of

the condensation of vapor which occurs at a mass flow rate of dw.

The mass flowrate is directly related to the heat through,~ut. Assuming

sensible heat is negligible compared to the latent heat of vaporization,

then the mass throughput at any given location along the heat pipe

condenser can be written as

(1)

The rate of change of mass throughput, or condensation rate is then

defined by the relation

8W=
(3Q

h fg

And the heat transfer rate is described by

NJ= 1{ ( nl)h )1’1’ ~~‘l”si,,~l

(2)

(3)
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For a discrete element of length 6x, we designate the

point 1 and the downstream location as point 2.

compressible flow with constant specific heat and

assumed. Further assume that the vapor is an

upstream location as

A one-dimensional

molecular weight is

ideal gas; that the

stagnation temperature is constant; that the cross sectional area is

constant; and that body forces, such as gravity and dynamic accelerations

are negligible. Then, following the derivations of

heat rhe wall. .

dQ
dw

PI 1
WT w+dw9

dx

Shapirolal, the change in pressure across the control surface can be

described by

17
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And an expression for the

along the condenser and

form as

change in Mach nhmber as a function of location

mass removal rate can be written in differential

,M2 ‘2(’’~M2](4f~2y~)+2(1’yM2)(1-’x~AM2)d——.= .— —.——
Dw

M2 1-M2 1-M2 w (5)

With the coefficient of friction defined in the following manner

~ = fpv_2
w- 2 (6)

Where ‘[w is the wall shearing stress. The factor y is defined as the ratio

of the component of velocity for the injected flow (i.e., condensation or

evaporation) in the direction of the main flow to the velocity for the main

flow.

Making certain assumptions about heat rejection and friction, ‘t is

possible to integrate equation (5) in closed form.

sufficiently small interval, dx, between points 1 and

rate (i.e., mass removal rate) is constant. Thus, the

linear function of location, resulting in

Assume that f~r a

2, the heat rejection

mass throughput is a

18



w =W, -~X @ dw=-lldx (7)

Where the subscript 1 refers to the upstream location. Further assume

that Y=l. Substitution into equation (5) results in

r l+t&2 I

dM2_,

1 I( Ildx

M’ 1~M2 ‘M2*4f%-2wi - ‘x ) (8)

Assuming the friction factor to be a linear function of Reynolds number

(9)

yields the following differential equation

--[ h1 +~:.!. M2dM2= 2 ‘ ~n_————— * y~2* f ...
1

- 2- ~- -- dx
M2 1- M2

w WI-B’
(lo)

Which may be rearranged as

or

19



where
~=y-l

2
and b.yf ’$-

(12)

This expression can then be integrated by ihe technique of separation of

variables. The result is

W, M2-——
W2=M1

8+1 l-b——

u]

2a+b 2- bM; z+bl+aM,.—

1 + aM;) 2- bM; (13)

Equations (1) through (13) comprise the analytical model. Implementation

of the model proceeds

into discrete sections,

5X is sufficiently small

as follows. First the heat pipe condenser is divided

each of length 5x. It is

such that the properties

be described by the upstream conditions.

properties at each section then proceeds in a

With knowledge of the upstream conditions

assumed that the distance

for the entire section can

Salution of the various

fo{ward marching fashion.

at the first section,

properties at the section exit (i.e., inlet to the next sectioltj

determined. The solution then proceeas for each subsequent section.

the heat sink is defined in terms of sink temperature and equivalent

transfer ccmfficient (T~ink and II). Tire heat transfer coefficient may

the

are

First

heat

be a

function of temperature as is the case for radiation, and to a lesser

extent, convection; however, as with the other properties, it is considered

constant over ~ach discrete element. The stagnation temperature, sink

tomperaiure and heat transfer coeffici’.’nt are treated as parameters in

the model. Equalion (3) is then solved for the incremental heat transfer

20



rate, 8Q. Equation (2) is

downstream mass flowrate

determine the downstream

solved for the condensation rate, 5w, and the

is thus determined. Equation (13) is used to

Mach number, and then equation (4) is solved

for the downstream pressure.

The working fluid in a heat pipe exists as a

vapor and liquid in the condenser region

conditions. This implias

related (i.e., T=T(P) only),

state, the downstream

downstream pressure.

rejection rate at the next

that the temperature

With knowledge of

two-phase fluid, thus the

coexist under saturation

and pressure are directly

an appropriate equation of

temperature can be du?termined from the

This temperature then determines the heat

downstream section, and the solution proceeds

as before until the temperature reaches the fusion temperature for the

working fluid. The physical location

for the working fluid. At this

mass throughput at this point

heat pipe design in question.

In order to start the model,

point

is the

it is

where this occurs is the freeze front

the calculations

predicted mass

are terminated. The

migration rate for tho

necessary to characterize the flow

conditions at the inlet to the condenser, The conditions that exist in

throughout the heat pipe during start-up are anplcgous to those that exist

in the condenser for a heat pipe beit~g operated at power levels

substantially below its design point, The flows are compressible and

rarefied. At the evaporator exit, which is the condenser Inlet in heat

pipes without adiabatic sections, the vapor flow is said to be choked.

That is, no additional mass can be added to the vapor stream without

changing the operating constraints on the heat pipo (e.g., evaporator



temperature, heat sink temperature

coefficients). Under these conditions (i.g.,

is said to be operating at its sonic limit.

the evaporator exit is given by

——
P.A~flT,> .

or respective heat transfer

Mach number = 1), the heat pipe

The heat transfer throughput at

And the temperature is

T 2 TO——
“’nic= y + 1

(14)

(15)

The saturation pres~ure can then be found from the saturation curve, so

the evaporator exit conditions (i.e., condenser inlet conditions) are fully

characterized. The information necessary to implement the mass

migration model is thus complete.

This analytical model was coded !VIBASIC and programmed on a Macintosh

SE/30. A listing of the code is ir~cluded in Appendix B. Thermophysical

properties are calculated by various separate subroutines. These are

modular in nature, so the user need oIIly substitute the appropriate

routines for the desired working fluid. The user must then supply the

appropriate physical dimensions, gas constant, specific heat ratio and

molecular weight. These are hard

modified within the appropriate mml(

inputs the stagnation temperature at

wired in the code, but are still easily

Ies. To run the code, the user simply

the prompt, and the code proceeds to

22



execute. The results for the Low and High Temperature Heat Pipe

performance predictions are d!scussed in Section 3.

2.2 Experimental Methods

2.2.1 Alternative Mass Migration Measurement Techniques

Three techniques for measuring working fluid migration in heat pipes

were formulated and evaluated. They were a direct balance technique; a

vibration response technique; and a weighing of segments technique. The

principles behind, procedures for implementation, and advantages and

drawbacks of each technique are discussed separately below.

Some of the criteria used to evaluate thG alternatives were:

● Technical feasibility, such as practicality of implementation

and the likelihood for precise, accurate and repeatable data;

● Cost and ease of proced~re;

● Versatility, that is, the adaptability of the technique to both

the high and low temperature experiments.

l@iLEkilan~ QfM2mQQkuwhnkauQ

Figure 6 is a schematic diagram for a heat pipe shown supported on a

fulcrum located at the interface between the frozen and operating regions



of the heat pipe. The reaction force at the fulcrum is denoted R. The

forces which act to balance the heat pipe are designated S? and S2 and

their respective distances from the freeze front are designated dl and d2.

A hypothetical mass distribution for the working fluid along the

longitudinal axis of the heat pipe is depicted graphically. The mass

distribution in the frozen region is designated W1(x), and the mass

distribution in the operating region is designated w2(x).

The balancing forces, S1 and S2, and their distances from the fulcrum can

be measured. The reaction force at the fulcrum may be determined by a

force balance, knowing the total weight for the heat pipe. The two

remaining unknowns are the weight distributions, WI(x) and w2(x).

An iterative approximation for the mass distribution in the frozen region

can be made by assuming the functional form for both distributions is

linear, and further assuming the mass at the end of the frozen region

furthest from the freeze front is zero.

The solution procedure is described below and makes use of the following

free body diagrams. Free Body Diagram Figure 7(a) is for the entire heat

pipe. Free Body Diagram Figure 7(b) is for the frozen region, and Free Body

Diagram Figure 7(c) is for the operating region.

From the free body diagram for the entire heat pipe, Figure 7(a), a sum of

forces in the y-direction yields:

x /
●{{1

J

. ()
Fy =(), sl+R+s2- Wl(x)(ix- w2(x)dx = O

“ () (12
(16)



freeze front

e 6 $ che~lc n of a Heat Pipe and Its S-S as
=ti to the M= Bal- Techn@&

The sum of the integrals for WI(x) and w2(x) is equal to the total weight

for the heat pipe,

f

(l]

1
0

Wl(x)clx + w2(x)dx = Wtot
● () c12 (17)

which is a measurable quantity, as are the quantities S1 and S2, The

remaining supporting force, located at the fulcrum and denoted as R, is the

only unknown in equation (1) and can be solved for directly. From the free

body diagram for the frozen region, Figure 7(b), a sum of forces in the y-

direction and a sum of the moments about the freeze-front yields:
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~Fy=O, Sl+R1-jd’Wl(x)dx=O
o (18)

~rvl = O, Sl*dl-M-
1

(H

freeze front x*wl(x)dx = o
0 (19)

Similarly, from the free body diagram for the operating region, Figure

7(c), a sum of forces in the y-direction and sum of moments about the

freeze-front yields:

~FY=O, S2 + R2 -j0W2(x)dx =0
(I2

~M
I

o
frcc7z front = 0, M-S2d2+ x*w2(x)dx = o

‘2

Equations (19) and (21) can be combined to eliminate M.

expression becomes,

I

(II

I

()
S2d2- Sldl - Xwl(x)dx- xw2(x)dx= ()

() d2

(20)

(21)

The resulting

(22)

The system of integral equations, equation (17) and equation (22), cannot

be solved without first knowing the distribution functions, WI(x) and

W2(X). Hcwever, as stated earlier, if WI(x) and w2(x) are both assumed

linear and the mass at the end of the froi:en region furthest from the

freeze-front is assumed to be zero, then the linear distribution equations

for W1(x) and w2(x) can be written as
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[1W1(X)=E 1-;
(23)

and

W2(X)= Fx + G (24),

where E, F and G are constants and I is the length of the frozen region.

By the appropriate choice for one of the balancing forces, the other can be

made zero ( i.e., the problem as shown in Figure 7 is over constrained).

Letting S2 be zero and substituting equations (23) and (24) into equations

(17) and (22) results in

W=ECJ
2 (

– ~d2+Gd2
)

(25)

and

Sldl
(26),

which are two equations with three unknowns ( i,e., the constants E, F and

G). A solution for the constants in these equations can be determined by

the iterative experimental approach explained below.

First a value for the constant E is assumed. Then the c responding values

for F and G can be found from equations (25) and (26), Next, the point at

which the balancing force is applied is moved to a new location, dl’. The

force acting at this new location, S1’, is measured. This measured value

27
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is then compared with the value computed from equation (26). If the two

values are not in agreement, a new value for the constant E is assumed,

and the above process is repeated until agreement is achieved. Solutions

for the mass distribution and net mass in the frozen region are thus

determined.

This procedure could be repeated at successive time steps over the

duration of an experiment.

This technique is relatively straightforward and requires no specialized

equipment. However, its accuracy is limited to that for the mass

distribution functions. It would be desirable to calibrate this approach

against another, direct measurement approach. The sensitivity for the

experiment depends on the particular size and weight uf the heat pipe

being tested. As an example, a heat pipe 1.0 meter long and 1.0 inch in

diameter would have a total mass on the order of 0.5 kg. This is within

the capacity of common triple beam balances or other common laboratory

scales, which typically have &ccuracies on the order of +0.001 gins. Now,

were all the frozen material to deposit right at the freeze front (a worse

case scenario), then the sensitivity for the experiment would be

approximately twice the accuracy of the balance, or roughly O 002 gins.

In order to utilize the mass balance technique, it is necessary to precisely

locate the freeze front. Ono method of locating the freeze front is by

visual observation using a transparent heat pipe. This would require the

use of a working flu hich is compatible with the transparent material

and whose liquid and . id phases are visually discernible. Figure 8 is an

illustration of a possible experiment layout for a transparent heat pipe

29



which employs the Mass Balance technique. in this case the transparent

heat pipe material is quartz. A camera may be used to record the freeze

front location and the accumulation of frozen working fluid over the

course of the experiment. Note that no wick structure is provided in the

heat pipe region wherein the freeze front is located. This is not a design

requirement for heat pipes using the mass balance technique, but it does

make precise location of the freeze front easier and facilitates

photography. No experiments using the Mass Balance technique were ever

conducted. As such the experimental layout shown in Figure 8 was never

used. However, the heat pipe design illustrated in this figure is

approximately that used in the Low Temperature Heat Pipe working fluid

validation experiments. Details of these experiments and the heat pipe

design used therein are discussed in a later section,

Many organic and inorganic working fluids are compatible with

transparent materials like glass and quartz, so fabrication of transparent

heat pipes for the low temperature experiments is feasible. However,

fabrication of a transparent liquid metal heat pipe is a difficult

undertaking. Liquid metals tend to be strong oxidizers and operate at high

temperatures. As such, they are incompatible with glasses and quartz,

Use of the Mass Balance technique with liquid metal heat pipes requires

that some method other than visual observation be developed for locating

freeze fronts, Ono possiblo alternative is to locate freeze fronts, by

means of precise temperature measurements along the length of the heat

pipe’s outer or inner surface. Before an approach like this could be used,

experiments would need to be conducted to calibrate temperature

measurements with freeze front locations, Unfortunately, experiments
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utilizing liquid metals are inherently expensive. Much of the high costs

are attributable to the handling and processing of the liquid metal and to

the restrictions imposed on materials and test equipment due to high

temperatures.

In summary, a shortcoming of the Mass Balance technique is that it may

prove difficult and costly to apply to liquid metal heat pipes. Also, as

stated previously, it would be desirable to compare this approach against

a direct measurement approach in order to validate the leading

assumptions used in the analytical development. This too would require

additional experimentation, adding to the cost.

n Resgonse Re-

consider the two degree of freedom system shown in Figure 9. This

system represents a heat pipe supported by two springs which are free to

move in the y-direction only, The spring constants, kl and k2 are equal,

The distances, LI and L2, measured from the center of gravity to the

springs may or may not be equal. The first two modes of vibration for this

system are: the vertical motion of the center of gravity, measured by the y

coordinate and the rotational motion about the center of gravity, measured

by the @ coordinate. Applying Newton’s Second Law of Motion to the

transverse and rotational directions yields the following coupled system

of differential equations:

my+k,(y - l,lt?)) + k~y + I,&)) == ()

.0
J(M)+l(~y+ 1.$i3)1.2--k,(y - l.l@)l,l~ ()

(27)
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Substituting

y = Asin(mt + @ and ~ = Bsin(wt + w)

into the above system results in the following:

(a-(02) A+ bB =()

cA+(d-oj3=()

~=k, +k2 ~=kzLz-klL,——.——— -———
m m

where,

(28)

= k2Lz - klL,
c —.-..—.—. .-.-——.

J
~ _ k]l~:+ I@:

J (29)

Solutions for the first two natural frequencies, ml and w2, can be found

by setting the determinant of the coefficient matrix for the above system

of equations equal to zero and solving

For a balanced system, the coupling

the resulting polynomial.

term (k2LP-kl L1) is zero. A force

applied in the y-direction at the

translation in the y-direction only.

coupling term is no longer zero,

translational and rotational motion

center of gravity will produce a

As the center of gravity moves, the

and tha system will have both a

when a displacement or torque is

applied. As tho system becomes progressively more unbalanced, and
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thereby the coupling term increases, the ratio of frequencies for the two

modes will change. Altering the mass distribution and thus shifting the

center of gravity is one way of creating an imbalance in the system.

Provided the translational and rotational frequencies are sufficiently

spaced, such that their ratio is not nearly unity, it should be possible to

measure changes in the frequency ratio due to shifts in the location of the

center of gravity. It is conceivable that by measuring the frequency

response of the system to some excitation and calibrating this to mass

shifts within the system, a method for measuring mass migration in a

heat pipe may be devised,

A series of parametric studies were conducted to determine whether this

approach would be fecsible for the size and shape of heat pipes planned

for use in this program. It was assumed that the respective distances

from the springs t~ the center of gravity in the baseline case were a
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constant multiple (e.g., LQ= I. OO1*L1).Thetotal length wasvariedfrornl

to 100 inches, and three tubular cross sect!ons were used. The tubes were

al! stainless steel, one of 1.0 inch diameter by 0.035 inch wall, the next

of 0,5 inch diameter by 0.035 wall and the last of 0.5 inch diam~’ter by

0.010 inch wall. A set of sample calculations as used in this parametric

study are included in Appendix C. The same calculation procedure was

used for each of the three cross section geometries. I’he results of this

parametric study are summarized in Figures 10 through 18. Figures 10

through 12 are for the 1.00 inch by 0.035 inch case Figures 10 and 11

show the first two natural frequencies in terms of cycles per second (Hz)

as a function of tube length in inches. F;igure 12 shows the ratio of the

two frequencies as a function of tube length. Figu:os 13 through 15 are

analogous results for the 0.50 inch diameter by 0.035 inch wall case, and

Figures 16 through 18 are analogous results for ths 0.50 inch diameter by

0.0’10 inch wall case.

C)f greatest interest are tube lengths in the range of 24 to 48 inches,

lengths typical of what might be used on spacecraft. Comparing Figures

12, 15 and 18 at these lengths, it is apparent that tne frequency ratio is

much more affected by wall thickness than by tube diameter. It appears

that a thin walled ;~be, on the order of 0.010 inch, would be best suited to

this mass migration measurement technique.

A simple experiment was run to determine the viability of this technique

as it applies to this program. Figure 19 illustrates the expenmenl layout,

A stainless steel tube 23,6 inches long by 0.5 inch diaw ~‘w by 0.010 inch

wall thickness is fixed at either end to a mounting or~cket by means of
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leaf springs, This assembly is mounted to a shaker table. One

accelerometer and an equivalent load to balance the system are mo~lnted

at opposite ends of the stainless steel tube. This accelerometer measures

the response of the system to the dynamic load induced by the shaker

table. An additional accelerometer (not shown) is attached to the shaker

table to measure the driving frequency.

The planned experimental procedure was to excite the baseline system and

identify its first two natural frequencies. This would then be repeated

several times to verify the repeatability of the measurements. The

system would then be balanced until only the first mode was present. The

frequency response for the balanced system would form a baseline, Once

the baseline has been achieved, a small known weight would be placed on

the tube some prescribed distance from the center of gravity. For this, a

rubber band or piece of tape might be used. The response of the system

would again be measured. This process would be repeated for various

other weights and weight locations. From the result of these

measurements, an empirical relationship could be derived for relating

mass shifts to frequency response.

Application of the Vibration Response technique to measurement of mass

migration in a heat pipe is similar to the experimental procedure

described above. Prior to subjecting the heat pipe to induced vibration

loads, a dummy heat pipe, identical in all structural and physical

properties is tested. Testing of the dummy heat pipe is exactly analogous

to the procedure described above. That is, the dummy heat pipe is shaken

for a series of varying weights and weight distributions. The results are

then correlated into an empirical relationship for vibration response as a
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function of mass distribution for that specific heat pipe. To determine

the mass migration within the actual heat pipe, it is necessary to compare

the vibration response signature for the actual heat pipe to that for the

dummy heat pipe. The correlation between the two should be direct.

Using the

in Figure

experimental approach described earlier, the

19 was tested. The system was

excitation, and its response measured. The

Figures 20 through 23. These results represent

sweeps of readings.

twice

system illustrated

subjected to an

results are compiled in

averages taken over ten

The equipment used to record and compile the data as well as control the

excitation frequency was a Hewlett Packard HP-3565S signal processing

system and a Hewlett Packard HP-360 workstation using SMS Modal

Analysis 3.0 software, The accelerometers were Endevco Isotron PE type

with sensitivities of 509 mV/g. A random excitation over a span of O-100

Hz was used to drive a 500 pound shaker to which the test assembly was

mounted, The shaker was manufactured by Vibration Tester Systems.

Figures

second

voltage

20 and 21 are for the first run, and Figures 22 and 23 are for the

run. Figure 20 shows the frequency respcnse in terms of output

over input voltage as a function of frequency. It is evident that at

least one mode is present and has a frequency around 39 Hz, It also

appears that a second mode may exist at a frequency near 52 Hz; although,

it is not clearly discernible. Figure 21 shows phase versus frequency for

\he same run. ‘This figure shows a phase shift approaching ‘I80” at

approximately 40 Hz, verifying this frequency as a natural frequency.
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nfl : 43 Hz
f2 : 24 Hz

Stainless Steel Tube
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[ .//
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./’’” Shaker Table Top (-7X7 inch) N
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Furthermore, there appears to be a second phase shift near 57 Hz; yet, as

with the previous figure, the existence of a second natural frequency is

not completely evident. The results of the second run, summarized in

Figures 22 and 23, more clearly show the two natural frequencies. it is

evident that they are about 39 Hz and 53 Hz. The frequency ratio for the

baseline system was then approximately 1.4. The predicted frequency

ratio was 1.79. The difference between the measured frequency ratio and

the predicted frequency ratio may be attributable to differences in the

actual and the assumed spring constants. The assumed spring constant

was 10 lbs/inch, while the actual spring constant was never determined,

Evident in each of Figures 20 through 23 is a considerable amount of noise.

Much of this noise can probably be attributed to torsional oscillations of

the tube-springs assembly. Improved spring design and smaller

accelerometers should reduce noise. The differences in results between

the two runs is interesting. Great care was taken to ensure that the

conditi ,ns for the two runs were identical; yet, in the case of the second

run, it is possible to precisely determine the second of the first two

natural frequencies, while this is not true of the first run. Evidently, the

data was not repeatable for this system,

This technique is attractive from the standpoint of being non-destructive

and amenable to both low and high temperature heat pipes. In fact, it

should be amenable to any rigid heat pipe, not subject to damage as a

result of being shaken. E@ause it is non-destructive, this technique

makes it possible to make mass migration rwasurements over a sorios of

time intervals, By contrast, destructive methods allow for only ur~e
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measurement per heat pipe experiment. The vibration response technique

does, however, have several distinct shortcomings. For instance, as

stated before, the dummy heat pipe must be the structural equivalent of

the actual heat pipe. In practice, this becomes difficult to achieve. Prior

to thermal testing, the heat pipes for both the low and high temperature

tests must be instrumented with thermocouples. These thermocouples

would be either mechanically fastened or welded to the heat pipes. The

leads which are a part of these thermocouples would be prone to some

shifting of location as a result of handling. While measures could be taken

to ensure this situation does not occur, it does add to the cost and

complexity of the heat pipe designs and their associated dummy heat

pipes. As seen with the method validation experiment, achieving

consistency between set-ups is difficult. Making consistency between

vibration measurements even more difficult, is the fact that the heat

pipes used in the thermal tests will be attached to some form of heat

sources, and, in the case of the low temperature heat pipes, will probably

be attached to heat sinks as well. To disassemble a heat pipe from its

thermal test hardware and fixture it for the shaker table without changing

its baseline vibration characteristics would prove difficult. To

reassemble a heat pipe into its thermal test hardware without changing

Its baseline vibration signature or its thermal impedance characteristics

between heat source and heat c)ipe or heat sink and heat pipe would also

prove difficult, Furthermore, the risk of damage to a heat pipe increases

with the amount of handling it receives.
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It is conceivable that the technique of Vibration Response to measure

mass migration in a heat pipe can be developed. This would require a

concerted effort and allocation of funds. The development of this

technique was considered beyond the scope of this program and was not

pursued.

MmmmMf&wnmt w~iahts Whnkw

This, the third alternative is straightforward in principle and in

implementation. Essentially the heal pipe is divided into sections, after

having first undergone thermal testing. Each section is weighed, and then

cleaned of all deposits and weighed again. The difference between

weights is a measure of the amount of working fluid deposited at that

section. The compilation of this data produces a map of the working fluid

distribution in the frozen region.

This method offers the benefit of being able to measure mass distribution

rather than just net mass in the frozen region. Unfortunately, this is a

destructive method; so only one mass distribution measurement can be

made per heat pipe.

For this technique to be successful, it is necessary to ensure that the

working fluid deposited in tho frozen region is a result of the mass

migration phenomena and was not there prior to heat pipe operation. This

requires that special care be taken during the heat pipe processing effort.

Since this was ultimately the technique selected for the low and high

temperature experiments, no discussion is made here on heat pipe
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processing techniques; later sections describe all aspects of the heat pipe

designs, and their manufacture, including the procedures for processing.

2.2.2 Low Temperature Heat Pipe Working Fluid

Heat pipe failure due to the mass migration p$enomena is primarily a

concern for high temperature working fluids. Low temperature working

fluids invariably have high vapor pressures at their triple points, and as

such are not subject to failure by this mode. However, it is expensive and

difficult to fabricate and test high temperature heat pipes. There would

be several advantages to testing low temperature heat pipes, provided

they behaved similar to their high temperature counterparts. The cost of

fabrication and test would be reduced, and a low temperature fluid might

lend itself to use in a transparent heat pipe design. Selection criteria for

low-temperature heat pipe working fluids are listed below.

Useful operating temperature below 200”C to facilitate bench testing by

mitigating insulation, Instrumentation and handling requirements;

VWry low vapor pressure near the triple point such that rarefied flow

behavior will exist. The rarefied flew character may be either slip flow

and/or free molecular flow Liquid metals typically have vapor pressures

on the order of tens to hundreds of microns 01 mercury at their triple

points, and thereby exhibit free molecular flow behavior near their triplo

points;
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Triple point above the dew point to facilitate testing by eliminating

condensation of ambient water vapor on the test hardware;

Relatively low saturation vapor pressure at the operating temperature to

minimize pressure containment restrictions and their inherent safety

concerns;

Chemical compatibility with the materials of construction and processing;

Stability of the fluid’s chemical composition and thermophysical

properties with successive thermal cycling; and

Low toxicity and hazard potential.

Many candidate fluids were evaluated against this criteria. Some of the

more promising candidates are listed in Table 2, Fusion temperatures and

boiling temperatures are included along with saturation pressures and

their respective reference temperatures when availab!e. Where data could

not be located for a given fluid, the entry was left blank. The following

discussion pertains to the results shown in this table.

C6sium is a metal, and, as such, presents material compatibility problems.

It is corrosive to many containment materials, particularly any

transparent materials Recall that transparency is desired for the low-

temperature experiments. Dowtherm A is a proprietary fluid design for

single and two phase heat transfer. Fluids which are used in two-phase

heat transfer applications, in general, have relatively high vapor
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[e 2, Cam Low Tern-e Heat P“ue Warkina Fluids

hlorkingFluid

>esium

DowthermA

Dctadecane
pmtedemne

methylmyristate
hexdecane

Iaurylalcohol
diphenylmethane

diphenylether
anethole
phorone
methylpalmitate

ethyl furoato
brolnoform
(tribromo -
methww)
phenyi salicylate
(salol)
polyethylene
glycol(PEG-600)

Fusion
temperature

(“C)
29

12

32
28
10

18.5
16.7

24
26,5

27
22.5
2a

30.5

34
8,5

42.5

22

—.

Boiling
temperature

(“c)
397

258

330
317
271

295
287.5

257
265

259
235
197
196

195
150

172.5

.

Saturation
Pressure

I torr @ 133°C
I torr @ 120”C

1.7 torr
@looOc

I torr @ 115W
95”10-6 torr
@ 20W; 1 torr

@ 1Os”c

3.5 torr @
1Oo”c

1 torr @ 66@C
1 torr @ 63°C
1 torr @ 42°C

1 torr @ 135°C

1 torr @ 38*C
POtorr @ 1O“C

1 torr @ 54(’C

690*10-G
N/m2@l100”C

comments

Material
compatibility

problems
probable high

saturation
pressures

decomposes al
elevated

temperature

somedecomposinga
elevated temp-

wa;ure is like~

pressures in order to achieve sufficient vapor flow ra%s. The decanes are

often considered for solar energy storage applications. This is, in part,

due to their low vapor pressures, relatively low fusio~~ temperatures and

minimal toxicity and hazard potential. These same features make them

attractive for application in the low-temperature heat pipo experiments.
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Octadecane is particularly attractive, since it has a fusion temperature

slightly greater than normal room temperature; thus eliminating the

problem of condensation of ambient water vapor on the experiment and

minimizing insulation, instrumentation and handling concerns.

Polyethylene glycol is similar in many respects to the decanes and is used

commercially in the same applications; however, it is a very large

molecule ( molecular weight of 600) and is prone to fracturing into lighter

molecules at elevated temperatures. It would probably be unsuited for use

as a heat pipe fluid.

Useful thermophysical properties for octadecane are included in Appendix

D. A comparison of select representative property values for octadecane

with those for some more converltional heat pipe working fluids are

provided in Table 3.

In general, when selecting a working fluid it is desirable to find one with

a vapor pressure above 104 f’d/m2 to avoid excessive vapor losses.

Excessive pressures are to be avoided to minimizes pressure containment

requirements. Fluids with low values of kinematic viscosity ratios are

desrable to minimize vapor losses. cor heat pipes which do not benefit

from gravity, tho wicking height (H) ano liquid transport factors (Nl) have

the most pronounced effect on heat pipe operation. The heat transport

capability is directly proportional to NI, so this factor should be high

consistent with other tradeoffs. In general, the value of NI reaches a

maximum slightly above the normal boiling point then drops off to zero as

the critical temperature is approached. The wicking height factor is a

[Jleasure of how well a wick can support a hydrostatic fluid, and is
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important ir, terrestrial applications or where a composite wick is to be

primed.

It is apparent that octadecane has good wicking height and liquid

transport characteristics, being comparable to ammonia and water. It

appears to be a satisfactory candidate for use in the Low

3, SelSMQ Propwes of Vari~.s Heat Pipe Wor~a Flui~

Workin Molec, Normal Norma selected Vapor kinematic H= N, =
g Fluid wt. Melting I Operating Pressur viscosity

Temp. Boiling Temp, T e@T ratio @ T ~JPl 90 hg/w

(K) Temp. (K)
(x)

(N/m2) (~vlul) @T @T

(m2) (Wlm2 )

Ammoni
17.0 195.5 239,8 300,0 1.06E6 6.12 3.39E-6 1,00E1l

2

Freon 137.4 162.2 296.9 350.0 4.87E5 2.47 8.77E-7 $1.06E9

11

Water 18.0 273.2 373,2 400.0 2.45E5 40.7 5.82E-6 5.08E11

Sodium
23.0 371!0 1152.2 700.0 110.6 1.23E5 1,88E-5 2.16E12

Lithium 6“9 453.7 1615.0 1000.0 99.2 3.13E5 6.73E5 1.23E13

Octa- 254.5 301.3 589.5 370,0 37,3 880.0 3,1 lE-6 9.82E11

4
H = wicking Height Factor, Nl - Liquid Transport Factor

Temperature Mass Migration Experiments, recognizing that the Illgh

kinematic viscosity ratio for octadecane makes it unsuitable for most

practical applications.
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2.2.3 Qualification Experiments for the

Pipe Working Fluid

A heat pipe

octadecane

experiments

along with

was designed, built and tested for

as a heat pipe working fluid

Low Temperature Heat

the purpose of evaluating

for the low-temperature

Details of the heat pipe design and qualification experiment,

the results and conclusions from those experiments are

discussed in the following paragraphs.

Heat Pipe Dean for Working FIuIa ~lon ~riment
. . . . . . .

Figure 24 illustrates schematically the principle features for the heat

pipe design and test layout. The heat pipe was designed to transport

approximately 100 Watts at 500 K in a horizontal position. The envelope

was 117 cm long and 2.54 cm in inside diameter. It was made of quartz, a

transparent material, and thus allowed for the visual inspection of heat

pipe operation. Features to be observed included: the presence or absence

of boiling in the wick; the occurrence or nonoccurrence of entrainment of

condensate; and the occurrence or nonoccurrence of freezing of working

fluid in the condenser. The end closures were made of stainless steel and

sealed to the quartz tube by means of vacuum O-rings. The wick structure

was comprised of 2 wraps of 250 mesh stainless steel screen 89 cm long

with one end butted against the evaporator end cap. The wick structure

was provided to

the heat source.

evaporator from

vapor flow from

return condensate to the evaporator and distribute it to

It also acted to separate the condensate returning to the

the vapor traveling to the condenser. Separating the

the liquid flow mitigates entrainment.
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erlment: Desc r~tion an~es@

The intent of the preliminary heat pipe tests was to determine whether

the selected working fluid would perform satisfactorily in a heat pipe, in

particular, to determine whether it would transport sufficient heat,

exhibit sufficient wicking capability and not be susceptible to

entrainment.

The heat pipe was operated under constant power and allowed to reach

steady state at successively greater static lift heights (i.e., condenser

lower than evaporator). The temperature profile at each orientation was

recorded. Measurements of temperatures were made with chromel-alumel

thermocouples (type K) attached along the length of the outside surface of

the quartz envelope. A heat pipe performance limit was indicated when

the evaporator temperature rose sharply. Such a condition k a result of

insufficient fluid circulation, This condition is often termed a capillary

limit.

Data from these preliminary tests are shown in Figures 25 and 26. These

figures show temperatures along the main axis of the heat pipe for

various static lift heights while at a constant power throughput of 31

and 55 Watts respectively. The heat pipe performance limits are

indicated by the ‘dryout” points. The static lift heights shown in Figures

25 and 25 are dial indicator readings showing the differences in elevation

between the furthest spaced ends of the evaporator and condenser along

the top surface of the heat pipe. Therefore, these readings are not direct

measurements of static lift height, since they do not include the pipe

diameter and the infiuence of the puddle resulting from excess fluid
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inventory. The calculated dryout points, once these factors are accounted

for, ars plotted in Figure 27. The line connecting these points is useful

for determining the operating characteristics for this particular

combination of heat pipe working fluid and wick structure. It is evident

from this figure that this particular combination can achieve in excess of

150 Watts in a horizontal position and can achieve a static lift, with no

power throughput, of a little more than 2.0 inches. The heat pipe

performed better than expected. It may be concluded that the working

fluid, octadecane, is capable of reasonable power throughputs and is not

overly sensitive to gravitational effects. Octadecane was, therefore found

to be satisfactory for use in the low temperature experiments.

2.2.4 Low Temperature Heat Pipe Experiments

The efforts to design and test heat pipes for the low temperature mass

migration experiments, and the results of those experiments are

discussed in the following paragraphs.

erlm~l # Au@

A series of four Low TOmp~rat[jre heat Pipes (LTHPs), each identical, were

to be tested at different L )wer levels and durations according to the

matrix in Table 4. The heat pipes were designed about the Measurement of

Segment Weights technique as described in Section 2.2.1 Their design and

construction are discussed at depth in subsequent paragraphs. Each heat

pipe was to ba tested using the same experimental approach and set-up.

Temperature measurements would be by type K thermocouples. The

thermocouples would be attached along the pipe exterior at measured
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+
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e 27. P~er T~ a Fu- of Swift Hai@t for an
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I I Power I Test Duration Net Watt Hours
Throughput (W) (hours)

LTHP1 15 250 3750—.
LTHP2 60 75 4500

LTHP3 30 150 3750

LTHP4 30 75 1875

intervals. In addition to the temperatures, the power supplied to the pipe

would be measured and recorded. Figure 28 illustrates the experimtintal

layout. In addition to the heat pipe are shown the power supply, the

circulating water cooled heat sink and the gas handling system. The
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power supply consists of a variable voltage supply, an ammeter and a

voltmeter. The heater is a Kapton foil resistance heater, 30 centimeters

long, wrapped about the full outside pipe diameter, which allows for

uniform heating of the evaporator. The heater is rated for 150 Watts at

115 volts. The heater is thermally insulated with 7 cm of ceramic

blanket. The heat sink consists of a water heater/cooler which circulates

a constant flow of constant temperature water to a gas-gap calorimeter

fitted over the heat pipe condenser, Temperature control for this system

is t0.2°C with set points ranging from O°C. to 80*C. The gas handling

system consists of an argon supply, a helium supply individual metering

valves for controlling gas mixtures and a gas flow meter and display. This

system has the capability of supplying either all argon, all ht~lium or a

mixture of both to the gas-gap calorimeter, A gas-gap calorimeter is a

device which is often used for testing heat pipes where it is necessary to

control the thermal ref,lstance between heat pipe and heat sink,[g][l~l

Helium has a thermal conductivity roughly four times that of argon,

allowing for a factor of four range in thermal resistance at the heat sink.

The gas occupies the volume or gap bf3twetJn the heat pipe and the heat

sink. In this case the gap is an annulus, Figures 29 and 30 illustrate the

LTHP design, but also show the gas-gap calorimeter attached.

The experimental procodure included ttle following steps which were

implement~d for each LTHP tested.

● Instrument th~ heat pipe with thermocouples;

● Operate the heat pipe in reverse mode (i.e., run what would normally

be the cor~denser at a higher temperature than the normal evaporator).

This is done for several days. The procedure removes all traces of
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working fluid from the condenser region. The working fluid which is

volatized during this process in moved towards the evaporator section.

During this process the condenser is maintained at roughly 70°C while the

evaporator is maintained around 20”C to 25°C.

* Operate the heat pipe at roughly two thirds the final power with the

condenser raised several centimeters above the

evaporator, and check to be sure all equipment is functioning properly,

● Raise the pipe to full power. Stabilize the freeze-front by noting its

location visually, and adjusting the thermal resistance at the heat sink.

The thermal resistance is adjusted by varying the circulating water

temperature and/or the mixture of the gas in the gas-gap calorimeter.

● Once the freeze-front location is stable and the pipe is at steady

state, begin taking time, temperature and power throughput data,

● Operate the pipe for the full test duration, taking data at regular

intervals,

● At the conclusion of the test duration, shut off power to the heater

and allow the pipe to cool to room temperature.

● Disassemble the pipe and measure the mass distribution in the

condenser end.

at P~pe Q.9..@MOLl~

Figure 29 illustrates the LTHP design with attached calorimeter, Tho

design is based on the Measurement of Segment Weights mass migration

measurement technique described in Section 2.2.1. The LTHP design is

composed of an outer pyrex envelope, an inner pyrex tube cut into several

smaller cylindrical sections and a homogeneous stainless steel wick. The

use of pyrex as a containment material makes visual observation of the
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mass migration phenomena possible. The sectioned pyrex tube allows for

direct measurement of the mass distribution along the pipe.

Figure 30 is an illustration of the condenser end of the heat pipe design.

It shows the pyrex sections fitted within the pyrex envelope, and also

shows a cross-section view of the gas-gap calorimeter used during

testing. The LTHP is a nominal one meter long with the internal sectioned

tube a nominal 90 cm long. The evaporator section is 31 cm long and

employs a 250 mesh stainless steel screen wit!< with a norilinal thickness

of 0.0254 cm. The overall outside diameter is approximately 2.2 cm. Tho

nominal vapor space diameter is 1.5 cm.

The L,THP was designed to operate between 370 K and 430 K evaporator

temperature, Figure 31 SI,OWS the calculated boiling, sonic and

entrainment limits for the LTFIP design. The pipe is intended to operate at

the sonic limit, thus the temperature of 430 K est.abiished as th~~ upper

operating temperature corresponds to the point where the sonic and

entrainment curves intersect. At ternperaturos above 430 K the heat pipe

will be limited by entrainment, and will not reach sonic conditions at the

evaporator exit. Boiling is not expected to be a factor with this design.

Figure 32 shows tho sonic and entrainment curves on a finer scale. Th(

heat pipe is intended to transport between 11.7 Watts at 373 K and 180

Watts at 430 K.

Figure 33 is a photograph of various LTHP1 compor~ents, namely the

stairless steel screen prior to its being formed intc a wick, the outer

pyrex tube used as the pressure containment vessel and the inner

sectioned pyrex tube on which the working fluid WIII accumulate over the
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course of an experiment. Figure 34 shows the components as assembled in

a partially complete heat pipe.

Preparation of the heat pipe components and assembly of those

components into a working heat pipe are accomplished as follows. First,

all inner pyrex cylinder sections are numbered sequentially using a

diamond tipped scribe. Next, all of the pyrex components, including the

envelope, are carefully cleaned in Freon and rinsed in deionized water and

ethyl alcohol. The parts are then dried in warm air. Each inner pyrex

cylinder is weighed to an accuracy of * 0.0001 grams. The weights of

these sections are logged. A representative cylinder section is 20

centimeters long and weighs between 2.9400 and 3.0400 grams. The wick

structure is fabricated by wrapping four layers of 400 mesh stainless

steel screen around a copper mandrel. The screen wraps are spot welded

and the mandrel is etched away using nitric acid to leave a screen tube

properly sized to fit snugly within the inner pyrex tube. After the screen

is thoroughly rinsed in deionized water and then ethyl alcohol, it is

vacuum fired for four or more hours at approximately 700 K. The wick is

fitted inside the heat pipe envelope The cylinder sections are then

stacked in numerical sequence itlside the envelope. A pyrex nippm section

is fused to the end of the envelope and then the whole assembly IS heated

to approximately 400 K in a vacuum of less than 10-5 torr to remove all

water. The final steps are to charge the heat pipe with working fluid,

evacuato tho internal volume of air and seal the end shut by fusing the

gla s with a torch.
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2.2.5 High Temperature Heat Pipe Experiments

The efforts to design and test heat pipes for the high temperature mass

migration experiments, and the results of those experiments are

discussed in the following paragraphs.

erlme~ r

The planned experimental approach for the High Temperature Heat Pipe

(HTHP) is similar in nature to that used for the Low Temperature Heat

Pipes (LTHP’s). The HTHP was to be operated for a prescribed period of

time at a constant power level. At the conclusion of its operation, the

pipe was to be sectioned and the working fluid accumulated at each

section weighed.

Temperature measurements were to be made using thermocouples, as was

the case with the LTHP’s. Infrared imaging was also planned for making

temperature measurements in the vicinity of the freeze front.

Heat pipe construction, processing and initial performance verification

were to be conducted at LANL facilities. The actual testing was planned

for AFPL facilities.

Nominal operation specifications were:

- 650 to 710 K stagnation temperature (Sodium working fluid),

- 50 to 300 Watts power throughput.

- 1000 hours of operation time.

- Heat supplied by 110 Volt resistance heaters,
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- Cooling by radiation only at a fixed emissivity of about 0.3.

at Pipe Dew An-

The HTHP was designed about the Measurement-of -Segment-Weights

technique as described in Section 2.2.1. Stainless steel with either

potassium or sodium were the materials con~ ldered for the HTHP.

Stainless steel was selected for its compatibility with the working

fluids, availability, ease of fabrication and, perhaps most importantly, for

its low thermal conductivity.. Based on stock sizes of tube available,

9/16 X 0.028 inch wall and 13/16 X 0.035 inch wall tube sizes were

selected as representative for design analyses. ( A size of 3/4 inc by

0,016 inch wall was later selected for actual use. This is a stock size

with a notably thin wall.)

A Il:ting of the physical characteristics and important design parameters

used ir the performance analyses are included as Table 5. It should be

noted that, while the length of the heat pipe was specified as one meter

the active condenser length for analyses purposes is that which remains

above the fusion temperatl]re of the working fluid. It is, for a pipe

operating at its sonic limit, a function of the heat rejection

c ,aracteristics. For this analyses, that is for a !hermal syphon operating

at the sonic limit, the condenser length is arbitrary, provided it is

sufficien; to reject the heat load. The choice of a 25~ mesh screen was

based on its ready availability and its ability to provido sufficient

g fluid distribution.
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Performance curves generated from the figures in Table 5 are shown in

Figure 35. These results are for both the 9/16 and 13/16 inch tube sizes

using potassium as the working fluid and for the 13/16 inch tube size

using sodium as the working fluid. It is apparent that the potassium and

sodium will operate similarly (i.e., at nominally the same power levels

over abcut the same size of temperature range). The sodium operates

about a 100 K hotter than the potassium.

A potassium heat pipe will satisfy the design criteria for temperatures in

the range of 560 to 620 K. At approximately 620 K entrainment may

occur. Entrainment would be deleterious to the experiment, since any

working fluid which is deposited into the frozen region of the heat pipe by

a mechanism other than evaporation-condensation would obfuscate the

Container Material Stainless Steel
Thermal Conductivity 0.16 W/cm/K
Evaporator Wick Material Stainless Steel 250 Mesh Screen
Heat Pipe Length 39 inches (1 meter)
Evaporator Length 6 inches (15 cm)
Condenser Length 33 Inches (84 cm)
Pipe Inside Radii 0.249 inch (0.633 cm)

(accountingfor 0.004 inch lt~ickwickin and
evaporator) O367 inch (0.933 cm)

working fluid and operating Potassium, 560 K to 660 K
temperature range and

Sodium, 650 K to 750 K
tilt angle 20 degrees above horizontal

( condenser above evaporator )
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results. Therefore, a more conservative operating temperature limit

would be 600 K.

A sodium heat pipe will also satisfy the design criteria, and would have a

useful operating temperature range of approximately 650 to 710 K,

Fqure 36 compares the heat rejection rates via radiation to the heat

transport limits for potassium and sodium in the 13/16 inch diameter

heat pipe concept, !t is eviG mt that to operate the potassium heat pipe at

its sonic limit would require t,he pipe be specially coated to give it a high

emissivtty (i.e., t-n emissivity of 0.6 or greater). ‘The sodium heat pipe,
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however, with its higher operating temperature should have sufficient

heat rejection capability to allow it to operate at its sonic limit without

the need for an enhanced emissivity. The emissivity for cleaned or

lightly oxidized stainless steel is in the range of 0.15 to 0.3.

Based on the results presented in Figures 35 and 36, sodium with a

stainless steel containment vessel appears better suited for the HTHP

desigrl. The sodium/stainless steel concept does not require any

treatments to enhance its emissivity and has a slightly broader range of

operating temperatures than that for potassium.

We effect of wall thickness as ~t relates to axial heat conduction and

heat pipe performance was analyzed.

The data from a heat pipe developed for a prior, unrelated program[l 1 but

operated in a manner similar to that planned for the HTtiP was reviewed,

This data was presented earlier in the Introduction as Figure 2. It served

as a baseline for the HTHP design analyses, and established a set of

boundary conditions for the appropriate heat conduction problem The heat

pipe for which the data in Figure 2 applies was constructed of niobium

with potassium as the working fluid.. Its wall thickness was

approximately 0.028 inch. The power throughput at the evaporator exit

was ~stirnated at “70 Watts, a power similar to that intended for the HTHP.

~~bserve in ~igure 2 that tho rate of temperature decline is about 100 “K or

loss per wory 20 centimeters of heat pipe length. Less than one half of

one watt IS tho corresponding heat ccmduction rato along the wall in the

region of most rapid temperature decline. This temperature decay rate in
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effect defines the boundary conditions for the heat conduction problem.

t-laving thus defined the problem in this manner, a parametric analysis was

conducted to determine the effect of wall thickness on heat conduction

rate ald to determine the sensitivity of freeze-front location to

variations in heat conduction rate.

Even small fluctuations in the axial heat conduction rate at or near the

freeze-front may result in the thawing of frozen working fluid “This

would obscuro the the test results, Anticipated working fluid migration

rates will be the heat transfer equivalent of less than 0.01 Watts. This
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owing to the very low vapor density and high latent heat for the working

fluid. Control of heat conduction rates should be at least on the same

order ( i.e., <0.01 Watts ). Obviously wall thickness will strongly

influence heat conduction rates as will heat input and output (i.e., the

boundary conditions).

The effect wall thickness has on heat conduction rate is illustrated in

Figure 37. The ma?eriai is stainless steel. Temperature drops of 100 and

200 “K occurring over lengths of 1, 2 and 10 centimeters are shown.

Inspection of Figure 37 reveals that heat conduction varies linGarly with

wall thickness, and the boundary conditions ( i.e., temperature decay as a

function of axial iocation.) have a strong influence on heat conduction

rate. It is evident from this figure that as long as temperature decay

rates remain similar in size to that of the test data in Figuro 2 and wall

thicknesses are on the order of 0.010 to 0.020 inches, the axial heat

conduction rate will be on the order of 0.5 Watts or less.

These low axial heat conductwn rates for a thin walled pipe indicate that

the freeze-front I( nation may be determined with reasonable accuracy by

means of temperatures alon~ the exterior of the pipe. Maintaining the

location of this front rnearls the heat input at the evaporator and heat

output at tks condenser must be held constant.

For the condonser, it is not difficult to maintain a constant heat rojoction

rato provided the heat pipe temperature rem~in? constant Emis5ivity,

sink temperature and the view factcr are the only remaining variables.

The view factor is determined oy t!~e experirne~tal setup and may be held
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constant. The sink temperature wi[l be ambient temperature, While it

will vary, as long as it remains constant to about k 10 K the variation will

have negligible effect on heat transfei rates.

Changes in the emissivity, however, will strongly effect heat transfer

rates. The heat pipe su(face will be kept free of contaminants and will

only bo operated in vacuum. This will ensure that the surface emissivity

remains constant.

Control of the heat input rate at the evaporator will be accomplished

primarily by empioyil;g a large thermal capacitance heat source. This

heater made of stainless steel is designed to have a large thermal time

constant (i.e., low thermal diffusivity ) so that it is insensitive to small

fluctuations in input power. To achieve a heat pipe temperature change of

1.0 K at an operating temperature of 700 K, the heater would require a

voltage chailge in excess of 2 Volts for greater than 10 seconds, The

power supply controller will mairtain a more constant vo!tage on a timo

averaged basis, so the heater will provide a satisfactorily constant input

power and thus maintain a constant heat pipe operating temperature, An

operating temperature which is constant to t 0.1 K is ex~ected. ChanQes

in co, ]ta,ct resistance can also affect operating temperature, l-he contact

reslsta~ce is expected to change as the heat pipe is brought up to

operating temperature duo to shifting of parts under thermal expansion,

However, onto operating temperature is ioached tho con[~~ct resistance

should remain constant Table ‘5 is includecl to help quantify the aflect

of changes in contalzt rtwistcume, or aitf]rnatlvely contact conductarlce, orl

operatin~ 3rnperaturo.
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The HTHP is one meter long and 1.91 centimeters (3/4 inch) in diameter by

0.041 centimeter (0.01 6 inch) wall thickness. The evaporator is a nominal

15 centimeters in length. The condenser is a nominal 85 centimeters long

and is scored every 2 centimeters to facilitate the sectioning process

following the coinpleticn of heat pipe operation. The wick, whose sole

purpose is to distribute the working fluid to the heat scurce, is comprised

of 2 wraps of 250 mesh stainless steel screen. A valve is located at the

evaporator end for the purpose of evacuation and filling. The filling

process is described later.

The heater is 7.0 centimeters (2.75 inch) in diameter 15 centimeters long.

It contains three 0.95cm (3/8 inch) diameter cartridge heaters, spaced

uniformly about the circumference on a common radius. The heater is a

clam-shell style, made of two, mating stainless steel sections

mechanically fastened about the heat pipe to form a cylinder.

The heat pipe was constructed as follows. Each separate heat pipe

component was mechanically cleaned and solvent degreased. Following

assembly, the uncharged heat pipe was heated under vacuum to a

temperature of 1000 K to remove adsorbed gases. Following the cleaning

operations, the heat pipe was evacuated, and then charged with 10 grams

of sodium. The fillig operation was done be vacuum distillation. After

sealing the pipe, the entire heat pipe length was heated to 8(.)0 i{ and

allowed to wet-in. Details of the vacuum distillation and high

temperature heat pipe processing procedures and equipment can be found

in tho literature [1111~4].



As with the LTHP experiments, it is necessary that all working fluid at

the beginning of the HTHP operation be located precisely in the evaporator.

1 he condenser must be devoid of working fluid. To achieve this, after

wet-in, the condenser section was heated to a temperature of

approximately 800 K while the evaporator section was cooled to room

temperature. The heat pipe was operated in this reverse mode for an

extended period of ‘ime in order to drive all of the working fluid into the

evaporator section. Afterwards, the heat pipe was cooled to room

temperature, thus freezing the working fluid in place. The pipe was then

instrumented with thermocouples, fitted with the heater and positioned

within a vacuum chamber. It was then ready for the high temperature

experiment. A schematic for the HTHP experiment layout is presented as

Figure 38. This was the layout used for the initial warm-up tests

conducted at LANL. The actual HTHP experiment which was conducted at

AFPL used the exact same layout, with the exception that the quartz

vacuum chamber was removed, and the entire hbater, heat pipe and end

closure assembly was fixtured within a larger diameter, stainless steel

vacuum chamber. Schematically, there was no difference.
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3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Experimental Results for the Low Temperature Heat Pipes

The results from the tests of the four low temperature heat pipe tests,

LTHP1 through LTHP4, are discussed separately below.

w T~erature Heat pi~ti-((1

Fabrication and testing of LTHP1 was done in accordance with the

procedures discussed in the previous section. However, the pipe was not

sealed after charging with the working fluid. The heat pipe was actively

pumped for the duration of the thermal test by a vacuum system attached

to the condenser end. The closure process for sealing the heat pipe was

still being developed at the time LTHP1 was tested. It was deemed

prudent not to attempt the closure process on LTHP1 and risk damaging

the pipe until the procedure was perfected. So the test was done with the

vacuum system attached. Figure 39 illustrates the thermocouple

placement for LTHPI. Figure 40 shows the temperature profile for the

heat pipe in operation. The temperature profile was seen to be constant

with time. The heat pipe was operated at 19.0 *0.4 Watts for a duration

of 220 hours and resulted in the accumulation of 5.3825 grams of frozen

working fluid in the condenser. The net Watt

41 shows the mass distribution of working

condenser. The accumulation to the right of

Tho accumulation to the left was liquid w

hours was 4182.35. Figure

fluid along the heat pipe

the freeze-front was frozen.

lile the heat pipe was in

operation, and so was not included when determining the frozen mass

accumulation. It is evident that the majority of mass accumulates near
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the freeze-front. For this heat pipe, little or no mass traveled to the

furthest reaches of the condenser. Figure 42 is a photograph of LTHP1

showing several sections of the condenser as they looked at the

completion of the heat pipe operation. The accumulated mass on the

various sections is discernible.

~im #~ fLTHP~

This heat pipe was fabricated and tested in the same manner as for LTHP1.

It too was not sealed, but instead actively pumped by the vacuum system,

Figure 43 shows the thermocouple placements. The

TC9 TC8 TC7 TC6 TC 5 ‘rc4 TC3 TC2 TC 1

11111111 ~1[1 (1/lil

*

Dimensions in cm lCn = Thermocouple No
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42. Se~ns of the Condenser of LTHP1 at the Co~ of ~
Iment ~e cllmu la~or~ of M=

heat pipe was operated with a power throughput of 65 *3 Watts, Figure 44

shows the temperature profile during heat pipe operation, The pipe did not

operate as expected, having an excessive evaporator temperature and

exhibiting no mass accumulation In tho condenser. The pressure at the
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condenser end nearest the vacuum system was excessive, reading

approximately 20 pm Hg where it snould have read less than 1.0 ~m Hg. to

determine the cause of the high pressures, the vacuum system was

isolated from the heat pipe. The pressure at the condenser rose at a rate

of 5 ~m Hg per minute, eventualij’ exceeding 1.0 mm Hg, the limit of the

gauge. The pressures in the heat pipe were a strong indication that the

working fluid had partially decomposed into lighter, more volatile

components. This was al! the ~i~r~ likely given the temperatures in the

evaporator. The heat pipe was then removed from the test layout,

disassembled and inspected. It was found that the wick was badly

damaged. The damage appeared to have occurred during the working fluid

charging process, In effect the wick was crumpled up and was occupying a

significant pc)rtion of the vapor space, instead of being fixed tightly

against the wall lining the vapor space. Heat had to conduct through the

space between the wall and wick before it reached the working fluid. The

temperature differential across the gap was high. In this situation the

temperature measurements taken at the heat pipe wall were not

indicative of vapor ter

working fluid decomposi<

experiment.

During the refitting of a

lperatures. The vapor temperature at which

ion occurred could not be determined from this

new wick, the pipe was accidentally dropped and

was destroyed. No useful mass accumulation data was ever produced

du{ing the test of LTHP2. A decision was made not to test any of the

remaining pipes above 30 Watts to minimize the possibi~ity of

decomposing the working fluid.



U~~re Heat P ?e #3i (LTHP3]

A different test facility from that used for LTHP1 and L“H-iP2 was

used to conduct the thermal test of LTHP3. The facilities for testing

LTHP3 were essentially identical to those used proviolusly with the

exception of the vacuum system. The facilities were located at the Air

Force Phillips Laboratory and at the time did not include a vacuum system,

so it was necessary to employ the glass seal closure technique described

in Section 2.2.4. Figure 45 illustrates the thermocouple placement for

LTHP3. Figure 46 shows the temperature profile for the heat pipe during

operation. As with LTHP2 there was rio mass accumulation in the
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condenser. The cause was suspected to be volatile, ron-condensable gases

in the condenser which were produced by the decom(,losition of the working

fluid in the evaporator. 1? was believed that the problems which occurred

to a high degreo in 1.THP2 may occur to some degrse in all the pipes even

when tested a’t lower temperatures. The solution would be to

active pumping system attached to the condenser as was done

Tharmal testing of LTHP4 was occurring at the LANL.

test with an

with LTHP1,

facilities in

conjunction with the testing of LTHP3. The results of the LTHP4 tests

were similar to those of LTHP3, namely no mass accumulation was

occurring in the condenser, Experiments wero conducted with LTHP4 to

determine precisely the cause of the inadequate performance. These

exporimen’rs are described in the paragraphs which follow for LTHP4. At
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the conclusion of those tests, it was decided to ship LTHP3 back to LANL

and flt it with a nipple to which a vacuum system could be attached. The

heat pipe was damaged beyond repair during shipping, so it was never

properly tested. No mass accumulation data was gathered for LTHP3.

w Temptiure Heat
p.

#4 (1.TiiP4~

The testing of LTHP4 was done in conjunction with L.THP3. It was tested

at the LANL facilities while LTHP3 was tested at the Air Force Phillips

Laboratory. Figure 47 shows the location of the thermocouples. As with

LTHP3, this heat pipe was sealed and, therefore, not operated while

attached to a vacuum system as with LTHP1. It too showed no mass

i~ccumulation during initial tests, probably as a result of excessive

pressures in the condenser. The source of this pressure was believed to

be volatile hydrocarbons, the result of thermal decomposition of the

working fluid. To verify this, experiments were run to analyze the heat

pipe vapors First the heat pipe was removed from the test ~ssembly, then

it was disassembled and fitted with a glass to metal nipple which could

be attached to a gas analyzer system. The pipe was reassembled, charged

with working fluid, processed and fitted to the gas analyzer system. The

gas analyzer was a Quadmx 200 residual gas analyzer manufactured by

Inficon Leybold-1-leraeus Inc. It measures bdween 1 and 200 AMU at

pressures between 5 XIO-I 1 torr and 10 ~ torr using a Faraday cup

detector and is capable of detecting to 10 ppm, The heat pipe was

operi~ted as before, and a series of gas analyses were mc.de. The heat pipe

was first brought to steady-state operation while being valved off from

the analyzer, The background readings for the analyzer were recorded.

Next the heat pipe was opened to the analyzer and a second set of readings
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taken. The heat pipe operation was continued for several hours while

remaining to be open tc the gas analyzer system. Readings were taken

periodically to observe any changes in constituent concentrations with

time. The vapor constituents were found to be mostly diatomic hydrogen,

water, carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide. Traces of heavier

hydrocarbons were detected, and measurable quantities of Argon were

found in the background readings for the analyzer. Table 5 displays the

results in terms of partial pressures for a representative gas analysis

run. The concentration of each constituent wa~ found to exceed the

background readings once the valve between the heat pipe and analyz sr

was opened. The heat pipe clearly contained volatiles. It is evident that

water was present within the pipe which accounts for the oxygen in the

carbon monoxide and carbon dioxide. The source of carbon was almost

cartainly the working fluid. The last set of readings in Table 5 which

were taken after running the heat pipe open to the gas analyzer system for

approximately 96 hours are close to the background readings for the

analyzer. This indicates that continuos pumping on the heat pipe during

operation does remove the volatile vapors and thus maintains the heat

pipe condenser at a satisfactory pressure. It was noted that during these

tests, there was an accumulation of frozen working fluid in the condenser.

The L,THP4 was operated while being actively pumped by a vacuum system

in the same manner in which the LTHP1 was tested. Figure 48 shows the

temperature profile for the heat pipe in operation. The heat pipe was

operated at 24.3 *0.4 Watts for a duration of 76,25 hours and resulted in

the accumulation cf 4.”7211 grams of frozen working fluid in the

condenser. The net Watt-hours was 1854.6, Figure 49 shows the mass
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distribution of working fluid along the heat pipe condenser. Figure 50 is a

photograph of the condenser sections of LTHP4 at the conclusion of the

mass accumulation experiment and during the disassembly of the heat

pipe. Figure 51 shows ?he first four sections of the condenser as they

appeared during the post test weighing. Nearly all the accumulated mass

in the condenser was on these four sections.

Table 7, Partial Pressu es or f VQl~q Vagors in I Tti P4

I Hydrogen

I torr

Initial Values 3.3 XI O-6

torr

After Steady

Operation for 2.8 X10-6

96 hours torr

1.0 X1O-6 3.2 XI O-6

torr torr

2.5 X10-6 6.2 X1O-6

torr torr

0.73 XI O-6 5.5 X1O-6

tnrr tnrr

---4
Carbon
Dioxide

0.56 Xto-6

torr

A
----i

J0.19 X1O-6 ‘

torr——
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3.2 Experimental Results for the High Temperature Heat Pipes

The HTHP was tested at the AFPL, vacuum test facility. The heat pipe was

brought up slowly to steady-state. After reaching steady-state the heat

pipe was then run continuously at 91.8 W for a period of 598 hours. The

net Watt-hours for the test was 54900. Temperatures were recorded at

regular intervals for the duration of the test. Temperatures as a function

of time at each location along the heat pipe are shown in Figure 52. The

temperature profiles at the start and end of the test run are shown in

Figure 53.

The heat pipe was shipped to LANL where it was disected and the mass

distribution of the working fluid was measured. The mass distribution

along the condenser is plotted in Figure 54. The nei accumulation of mass

in the frozen region was 0.0045 gms *0.0008 gins. The accumulation to

the left of the freeze front was fiquid while the heat pipe was in

operation, and so was not included when determining the frozen mass

accumulation.
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3.3

The

2.1,

was

The

Correlation of

computer model,

Data with Model

the development of

Predictions

which was described in Section

was used to predict the performance of LTHP1 and LTHP4. The model

used primarily to predict local temperatures and mass throughputs.

geometry and operating environment inputs to the code for each low

temperature heat pipe are summarized in Table 6,

6. In@ to the Co~ar Code for LTHP E~

outside inside stagnation sink
diameter diameter temperature temperature

(cm) (cm) (K) (K)

LTHP1 t 2.21 1.57 379 299

LTHP4 2.21 1,50 386 300

Subroutines for the various thermophysical properties of the working

fluid were also introduced to the code. Theso subroutines calculated the

viscositv, latent heat of vaporization, density and saturation pressure of

the workir~g fluid as

transfer Coeff!c;ant

assumed to remain

functions of temperature. The average valuo for heat

was also input. The heat transfer coefficient was

constant at the average value over the length of the

heat pipe condenser. The actual value of heat transfer coefficient used to

predict performance for a given heat pipe was determined by best fit to

~xperimentat data. Recall the stagnation temperature, sink temperature

and heat transfer coefficient were the parameters in the semi-analytical

model. The stag,lation temperature and sink temperature are readily

measured I I experiment. The heat transfer coefficient cannot b8 directly

measured. It must be eith~r determined by existing emperical
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relationships or by experiment. It carries a greater uncertainty than the

temperature measurements. The effect heat transfer coefficient has on

the predicted temperature profile for a given heat pipe is shown

graphically in Figure 56. The results shown in Figure 56 are for an

octadecane heat pipe with the same nominal dimensions and operatiori

environment as the LTHPs. The stagnation temperature was 362 K. The

vapor space diameter was 1.5 cm, and the sink temperature was 295 K.

The neat transfer coefficient was varied from 25 W/cm2/K to 60

Vd/cm2/K.

Figures 57 and 58 compare model predictions with data for LTHP1 at

several values for average heat transfer coefficient. The fusion
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temperature and freeze front are indirated. The treeze front was

determined by visual inspection during testing. From Figure 58 it can be

seen that the value for heat transfer coefficient that best fits the

experimental data is between 31.1 and 31.7 W/mh2/K. The mean of these

values is 31.4 W/mA2/K and was the value used in the: model for predicting

the performance of LTHPI.

Figures 59 and 60 compare the LTHP4 data with model predictions at

various values of average heat transfer coefficient. The freeze front

location shown in these figures was also determined by visual inspection.

The best fit heat transfer coefficient derived from these results is 34.3

W/mA2/K and was the value used for modeling the perforrmanco of
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The respective values for heat transfer coefficient for LTHP1 and LTHP4

were input to the computer model, and the results shown in Figures 61

through 68 were generated. Figures 61 and 65 compare the predicted

temperature profiles with the actual data, observe, that for these

figures, the point x=O.O on the x-axis is located at the evaporator exit.

Included are the fusion temperature and the location of the freeze front.

Figures 62 and 66 show the temperature decline and pressure decline

along thg heat pipe condenser normalized with respect to the conditions at

the evaporator exit. The pressures fall rapidly at the beginning of the

condensers and then less rapidly as the respective heat transfer rates
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decline along the condenser lengths. The temperatures also fall

dramatically at first, and then approach the sink temperature

asymptotically. The normalized densities and mass throughput rates are

shown in Figures 63 and 67. The density, by virtue of the ideal gas

equation of state, should and aoes behave the same as the pressure, falling

rapidly at first, then approaching a small yet finite value in an asymptotic

fashion. The mass throughput also behave the same way. They fall

rapidly at first, owing to The high heat transfer rates at the beginning of

the condenser. They then approach a limiting value irl an asymptotic

fashion as the vapor temperature approaches the fusion temperature. The

predicted mass throughput at the freeze fronts are 16.70/” and 14.50/” of

the evaporator exit values for LTHP1 and LTHP4 respectively.

Alternatively these values are 9.45 pgm/s and 11,61 y~m?s. The actual

values determined by experiment were 6.80 pgm/s and 17.20 ~g m/s

respectively for LTHPI and LTHP4. LTHP1 operated for 220 hours and

accumulated 5.3825 gm of frozgn rnaterlal. Based on the model

predictions, this same amount of mass would have accumulated in 158.2

hours, a difference of 61 .!3 hours or 28°/0. Similarly, LTHP4 accumulated

4.7211 gm of frozen material in 76.25 hours. The model predicted this

same accumulation in 109.04 hours, a ciirference of -32.75 hours or -43°/0.

Figures 64 and 68 show the flow character as defined by the flow

characterization parameter and the local Mach numbort The flow

characterization parameter is useful for determining the nature of the

flow, that is whether it is continuum, transition of free molecular. It is

similar to the Knudsen number. and is defined as [21
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where X = flow characterization parameter
< 0.013, continuum flow
> 0.013 and < 1.0, transition flow
> 1.0, free molecular flow

P = vapor viscosity
P = vapor pressure
D = diameter
Qc = gravitational constant
R = gas constant
T = Temperature
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Figure 69 compares the predicted temperature profile to the data for the

high temperature heat pipe. The predicted freeze front occurs at

approximately 19.5 cm along the condenser as measured from the

evaporator. The temperature data for HTHP shows the freeze front to

occur at approximately 20 cm from the evaporator exit. The predicted

mass migration rate is 5.OE-8 kg/s, while the measured value is 2E-12

kg/s ( 7 ~gm/hr).
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3.4 Conclusions

The experiments were successful in producing useful temperature profile

data and mass accumulation data for bcth the low and high temperature

heat pipes.

The model was able to satisfactorily predict temperature profiles for the

low temperature heat pipes provided sufficient empirical data was

available to input the appropriate average heat transfer coefficient. The

temperature predictions are limited by the users estimate of the heat

transfer coefficient. In the cases of LTHP1 and LTHn4, experimental data

was available, and thus curve fit values for heat transfer coefficients

could be determined, The predicted temperature profiles for LTHP1 and

LTHP4 were good approximations to the actual profiles. The predicted

mass migration rates into the frozen region exceeded the rates

determined by experiment by 28% in the case of LTHP1 and under-

predicted the rate by 48°/0 in the case of LTHP4,

The performance limits for heat pipes are often influenced by a variety of

factors, including the working fluid and structural materials, wick

geometry and surface and wetting characteristics as well as the

fabrication procedures and processing techniques, For theso reasons, the

calculation of boiling incipience, entrainment limitations, etc. are highly

empirical. Often times there is no single equation or set of equations

which can be used to predict a heat pipe’s performance when operated in a

given regime, This becomes particularly evident in reviews of some of the

texts on heat pipe design and analysis,[l ll[lz][l~]
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As more data on long-duration heat pipe operation in +he low power

regime becomes available, improvements to tire analytical model should be

possible, thus improving the models accuracy and utility as a design tool.

Where order of magnitude estimates are needed and rough comparisons of

designs are desired, this model should prove satisfactory.

The model was less satisfactory for predicting the temperature profiles

and mass migration rates for the high temperature heat pipes. The model

does approximately predict the temperature profile and location of freeze

front, However, the model’s predicted mass migration rate was several

orders of magnitude higher than that measured experimentally. The

predicted mass flow rate was 0.17 gm/hr, while the measured mass flow

rate was 7 ygm/hr.

The difference in agreement between the low and high temperature mass

flow predictions and there respective data is believed to be a result of the

variations in the flow character for each. In the cas~ of the low

temperature heat pipes, the flow is Iargley in the slip or transition

regime. Vapor flow in the high temperature h6at pipe is largely free

molecular. As flows become increasingly more rarified , as is the caso

between the high temperature and low temperature heat pipes, the flow

dynamics become increasingly more difficult to model For continuum

flows, averages can be used to descrvbe the various f(ow properties. For

transition flows, it is still possible to use continuum flow relations with

some modifications. The model was able to still successfully predict the

flow properties for the low temperature heat pipes. However, it appears
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that a one dimensional approach is insufficient for modeling the high

temperature heat pipes which are characterized largely by free molecular

flow. A more sophisticated, multi-dimesional model which accounts for

nonlinearities in the velocity profile and the corresponding pressure and

temperature gradients should prove more accurate and may be

satisfactory.

The HTHP was designed to be nominally representative of actual space

born heat pipe radiators. It was indicative of the physical sizo and

thermal capacity which would likely be employed on long mission duration

spacecraft. Based on the measured mass migration rate for HTHP, a

spacecraft radiator heat pipe might be expected to lose about 1 gm of

working fluid to the frozen region every 5 to 20 years. The actual values

will vary widely depending upon actual circumstances.

Long mission duration spacecraft radiators should be designed to account

for mass migration rates on the order of those measured for the high

temperature, sodium heat pipe used in this program. When possible,

sufficient excess working fluid should be included in the design to offset

any lasses due to migration. Spacecraft radiator designs may also mako

use of vapor flow directors which may mitigate the migration of mass by

directing the vapor radially towards the heat pipe walls, thus ncreasing

the condensation rates near tho warmer end of condonser. An ,iternative

may be to change tho operating strategy and occasionally heat the entire

length of heat pipe, thus allowing frozen working flUid to thaw and wick

back to the evaporator.
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A One-Dimensional, Compressible Flow Analysis of Heat Pipe

Vapor Dynamics in the Evaporator Section
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Consider the control vo!ume shown schematically in Figure Al. The

control surface is tmnsiderod to be the vapor side of the vapor-liquid
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interface in the evaporator section. The cross sectional area is

considered to be constant. The evaporator pressure ratio Po/PI can be

determined by a force-momentum balance over the control volume. For

relatively high evaporation rates, frictional effects can be neglected,

since inertial effecw will dominate. The net force in the z-direction is

(Po -PI)A. The momentum !r~nsport in the z-direction at the upstream

end (section O) is zero, and at the downstream end (section 1) is

(P IAVI)V1. The evaporated liquid entering the control volume does so

radially and has no z-component of momentum. Balancing the force and

momentum yields

(P()-P,)A = (P,AV1)V I

or

1’()- P, = p ,V;

Assuming the vapor behaves as an ideal gas with the equation of state

and

(’,)- (’v = R

~he velocity of sound in WI ideal gas is give~ by

~ :~,~k~’1’

M .- V
(’

(Al)

(A2)

(A3)

(A4)

(A5)
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Using equations (A2), (A4) and (A5), equation (Al) can be written as

PO- I PIv; M; kRT1
——.

P; = p, = --–RT;-- = kM;

or
P{,—..
P, =l+kM;

(A6)

The maximum velocity which can be developed at the evaporator exit is

the sonic velocity (MI =1) which occurs when the flow rate is a maximum

(choked). The maximum tivaporator pressure ratio occurs at this condition

and is
P(,

=I+k
p;

(A7)

If k is evaluated at the evaporator exit condition (Tl), then equations (A6)

and (A7) are valid regardless whether k changes values at other locations

along the evaporator.

Assume no shear work, no conduction or radiation of heat to the control

volume, and that the kinetic energy of the mass entering the control
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volume by evaporation can be neglected when compared with the enthalpy

of the evaporated liquid. Further assume that the evaporated liquid enters

the control volume at the upstream temperature of the main flow (To).

Then for constant specific heat, the energy transport rate due to

evaporated liquid is w(CpTo). The energy transport rate

zero, and the energy transport rate at section 1 is W(CPTI

is the enthalpy transport plus the kinetic energy transport.

fiows are depicted in Figure A.2.
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At steady-state the energy balance becomes

[)

v:
W(c,,”ro) = w cP’rl + –

2

which can be rearranged as

“1’() v:

T, =1+-
?C,fl’, (A%)

Using equaiions (A3), (A4) and (A5) evaluated at section 1, equation (A8)

may be modified to yield

‘1’() MfkR’l’l = , + M; k((:l, - (1V)

“r,
= 1 +

2( ’,;s, 2,C,,
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or

(A9)

The maximum evaporator temperature ratio corresponding to the choked

flow condition (MI=l) is

To ~+ k-l=k+l——= —- —.
T;

2 2
(Al O)

The assumption of constant CP for an ideal gas implies that Cv, and thus k,

W, and R are also constant. The evaporator density ratio can be

determined from equation (A2).

Po POT1
—= —.. —

PI
PiTO

Substitution from equations (A6) and (A9) results in

At the choked flow condition

EL+

(All)

(A12)

The density ratio is independent of k.
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Note that the above property ratios correspond to those in Shapiro[8] found

in Table 8.3, p.239 of vol. ! headed ‘Gas injection only, y=O, dA=O, dTO=O,

f=O’. This heading implies the following conditions and assumptions:

- y=o, gas injection normal to the main flow, no

axial velocity component

- dA=O, constant cross section area normal to the

flow

- dTO=O, constant stagnation temperature and neglect

kinetic energy of the gas entering the main stream

- f=o, neglect friction effects.

These are identical to the assumptions made in the preceding derivation.

When considering the properties temperature, pressure and density, only

the pressure will be nearly uniform across the cross-section area. The

temperature and density at section 1 as determined using equation (A9)

and (Al 1) should be regarded as approximations of the averages existing

at that point. Stagnation conditions exist at section O, so the stagnation

temperature, To, is known. One may proceed to determine downstream

conditions by takng Po and PI to be the saturation pressures

corresponding to T’OSand TIs. The Mach number, MI, and estimates of the

average vapor temperature and density at the evaporator exit may then be

calculated from eq~~ations (A6), (A9), and (Al 1), respectively. In equation

(Al 1) p. is taken as the saturation density corresponding to To. For sonic

flow at the evaporator exit, equations (A7), (Al O) and (Al 2) apply.
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Heat transfer at the evaporator section can be evaluated by use of a

control volume enclosing the entire evaporator including the vapor space,

the liquid and wick structure and the envelope. The control volume is

shown schematically in Figure A.3.
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Neglecting axial conduction in the vapor, liquid filled wick structure and

envelope, the steady-state energy balance can be written as

( V2)-W,,(h,, + ‘;-)Q=w, hi+-;-

By conservation of mass

WI = WI,, and WI = plAVl

So the heat balance equation becon ,es
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The difference between kinetic energy for the vapor and liquid is

negligible. Furthermore, the specific enthalpy for the vapor is equal to

the saturation enthalpy because the vapor is in equilibrium with the liquid

at the vapor-liquid enthalpy interface. Because there is some radial

conduction through the liquid, the vapor will be superheated at points

away from the vapor-liquid interface. However this amount of superheat

is negligible in relation to the latent heat. The heat throughput in terms

of the evaporator exit conditions becomes

Q = (MAVI( hg, - h,) = ( p]~vl )hg, (A13)

Introducing the Mach number into equation (Al 3) results in

where the subscript is omitted from the latent heat of vaporization, hfg,

since it is a weak function of temperature. However it should be noted

that the latent heat should be evaluated at the saturation temperature

corresponding to station 1. Utilizing the expressions (A9) and (Al 1) for

TI and pl respectively in equation (Al 3) results in

i

. .
, ~’””-””~ “-::~:Mf

Q = Ml - ~~~~~- -2-:-- p,, A ikRT~~ hfg
1+ kM;

(A14)
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Solving equation (A6) for MI and substituting in equation (Al 4) results in

Q= (:1’ m-vJl;;TAJPll_ ‘0’- ‘fg

for the heat throughput in terms of the

end

For

rate

of the evaporator) and the evaporator

stagnation conditions (upstream

pressure ratio.

sonic conditions at the evaporator exit (MI -1), the heat throughput

becomes

PO‘ ~ ~~
Q* = ——--–

t2(k+l) (A16)
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en~ix B

Listing of the Computer Code fo~ the Mass Migration Model
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REM ‘11 massmig, 040893 04108/93

REM %%%0/’% additional remarks at end of program listing YO%YOVOO/O

REM ● ************* MAIN PROGRAM ●****************

REM #Note: Output is best if SHOW OUTPUT is activated prior to running code,

REM Initialization of variables

DEFINT i-j : DEFINT n: DEFDBL a-h : DEFDBL k-m: DEFDBL o-z

OPTION BASE O

index=2001

f)lM I(index), z(index),hfg(index ),v(index),p(index ),rho(index)

DIM muu(index),mach( index), mdot(index),q(index), tsat(index)

DIM bigx(index), delmdot(index), delq(index)

REM 0100100109’0940’?loOloVo CONSTANTS ?40”Io”I0’?40YoVOY0

g=9.81 : rbar=8314 ‘ accel, of gravity (m/sA2) & univ. gas const,(J/kg-mol “K)

pi=3.141 59: qsum=O: mtot=O

REM ccmvergance criteria, counters, and No. of elements

eppsl -,0001 # :epps2 m ,0000001#: epps3=.0003 : ncountmO: n-2000

i=O : iflag=O:epps = .0000Ol#: Iimmach=l 00001

nprint - 10’ print increment

slip= ,014: molec= 1I ‘ slip flow and molecular flow conditions

delz=,001’ length of an element [m]

di=,6Z*,0254 : dorn.87*.0254 ‘ inside and outside diameters [m]

tsink-27+273,13’ sink temperature [K]

emlss=,45’ pipe emiscivity

hbar-2,9*.01 8/(.06 ”.0254)’ equivalent heat lransfer coeff, [W/m’2/K]

wl$-”Tsink [K]” : w2$-”Outside Dim, [in]”: w3$-’’lnsido Dlam. [in]”

w4$-’’Eff,heat trns. cooff, [W/m”2/K]” : w5$-’’Staq. Temp. [K]”

w7.$-”Qsonlc [W]”: w8$-”Qtot”

REM CONSTANTS PECULIAR TO WORKING FL\JID, FLUID$

Wld$-’’octadecuno”
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tc=745 : tb=590 : tfus=301 ‘ critical, boiling & fusion Iemporatures (K)

k-l.1 114 : mw=254.502 ‘ ratio of spec. heats, molecular weight

rg=rbar/mw ‘ gas const. (J/kg K)

adum -.5*( k-11)

FOR ii-l TO 4

LOCATE5,2

PRINT “Be sure the fluid properties are correct for the working fluid, “;

PRINT fluid$ :CLS

NEXT ii

LOCATE 10,2

PRINT “Be sure the fluid properties are correct for the working fluid, “;

PRINT fluid$

PRINT””

PRINT” To continue hi! RETURN. Otherwise, pull up the listing and chock properties.”

executor:

INPUT’’”,SS$

OPEN “zdat” FOR OUTPUT AS #1

OPEN “rndotdat” FOR OUTPU1” AS #2

OPEN “tdat” FOR OUTPUT AS #3

OPEN “pdat” FOR OUTPUT AS #4

OPEN “rhodat” FOR C)IJTPUT AS #5

OPEN “machdal” FOR OUTPUT AS #6

OPEN “blgxdat” FOR OUTPUT AS #7

OPEN “titlesdat” FOR OUTPUT AS #8

OPEN “miscdat” FOR OUTPl!l AS #9

OPEN “tprofile” FOR OUTPUT AS #tO

OPEN “lmach” FOR OUT FUT AS#11

REM ‘*”****””’”*” SOLUTION ‘***”4**”’”**”**”’

solutlcm:

1~0 : jcountmO

INPUT” Enter stagnation tornporaturo, [K]”,t(0)

tsat(0) ~ I(O)
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GOSUB satpress

rhoO=pO/rg/tsat(i) ‘ [kglmA3]

p(i+l)=pO/(l+k) ‘ Evaporator exit pressure @ sonic limit [N/mA2]

t(i+l)=21*t(0)/( k+ll) ‘ Evap. exit temperature @ sonic limit [K]

i-1

CALL sattemp(p(i),t( 0),tsat(i))

GOSUB Iatheat

hfg(0)=hfg(l)

REM “** Sonic Power Limit ●*”*

CALL sonic(t(0),hfg( l),q(l))

REM 0/’0/~ initialization of evaporator exit quantities used in

REM stepwise calculations. O/.O/OO/O

tsat(i)-tsat(i)

delq(i)=O

mdot(i)-q(i)/hfg(i)

rrmch(i)=l I :mach(i-1 )-01

rho(i) =p(i)/rg/tsat(i)

Z(o)-o

PRINT “ q(l), mdol(l) , P(l)”;

PFIINT USING” ##,#####~*AA ‘; q(l), mdot(l),p(l)

REM ● ****** ELEMENT SOLUTIONS ●***e

FOR i.1 TO n

IF (tsat(ii )-fsat(i))/tsatli) -: epps3 THEN dolz-21*dolz

IF iul ‘THEN z(i)d

z(i) -z(il)idolz

asurf-pi’do”dolz

REM hbar-[)miss*, 0000000567#"(tsat( i)~lsink)"(tsat( i)A2 ttsinkA2)’ ## REM this Iino

REM

delq(i)- l“hbar”(’

GCWB viscos

fWM GOSUB Ialheat

Ilfg(i)-!)fg (l)

FCW?convoclion B,C, ###

sat(i) lsink)’~surf
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q(i+l)=q(i)+delq(i)

delmdot(i) = -1 l*delq(i)/hfg(i)

mdot(i *1 ) = mdot(i) - delmdot(i)

IF mdot(i+l) c 0! THEN GOTO endroutine

Imach=mach(i-1)

wdum - mdot(i+l )/mdot(i)

IF mach(i)>iimmach THEN mach(i+l)=mach~i): GOTO downstre

CALL mach2((i), (delmdot(i)),(mach( i)).mach(i+ l))

downstre:

REM “/.”/OO/ODownstream Properties “/0?400/o

REM t(i+l) = t(i)” ((l 1 + adum*mach(i)’2) /(11 +adum*mach(i+l )A2))

p(i+l) = p(i)* wdum*(mach(i)/m~ ch(i+l))*SQR((l I + adum*mach(i)h2)/(1 I

+~dum*mach (i+l)A2))

CALL sattemp(p(i+ l), (tsat(i)),tsat( i+l))

tsat(i+ l)-tsat(i+l )-beta

rho(i+l )=p(i+l )/rg/lsat(i+l)

REM b*****b****** Determination of flow character ● ********”*

rhol-(rg*tsat(i )/g) A-l : pmean-(p(i+ l)+p(i))/2

bigx(i)-2*muu(l) /(pmean’di*SQR( rhol’ g))

mtott.ABS(mtol+ delmdol(i))

qsum-qsum-dolq(i)

RCM ‘!OO/O”/OO/OO/OO/OO/O Routine Stoppage Critwlr4 “/oO/oo/OO/oO/o’YoO/o%o/oOloO/’o

IF Af3S(mlol-mdot(l)) <- (mdot(l)*.0001#) C)R mtot z mdot(l) THEN PRiNT” All nmss

romovw.f “ :GOTO endroutino

IF tsat(i)<mtsink THEN PRINT” T al or below sink lemporaturQ “,lstit(i): GOTO endroutlno

IF biqx(l)z sllp THEN GOTO noxtelwn

IF blgx(i) >- slip AND bigx(I) < rnoloc 1’HEN GO’fO 100

IF bigx(l) SR moloc AND ifli~fI .:2 THEN PHIN1’’M0LECUl.AH FLOW “,biqx(l): iflaq-21

GOTO noxlotom

100 : IF lfItIg ~ 1 “I”HEN PHINT”SLIP FLOW “,blUx(i) : PRINT” @ Z“ “,z(i)

iflag~ 1I

V2j~n1aCh(lI l) A2*k*rg”lsat(it 1)
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f=(do/2#/rho(i+l )/v2)*(p(i)-p(i+l ))/delz

PRINT” f @ i = “; f,i

nextelem:

nn=i

ncOunt=O

NEXT i

nn=i.l

endroutine:

REM ●****** Output Routines ●**********

PRINT” DONE AND DONE AT i =“,i:PRINl “Qsonic = “, q(l),” Qtot = ‘, qsum

INPUT” hit RETURN “;DUMMY

FOR i = 1 TO nn STEP nprint

WRITE #1, CSNG(z(i))

WRITE #2, CSNG(mdot(i)/mdot( l))

WRITE #3, CSNG(tsat(i)/tsat( l))

WRITE #4, CSNG(p(i)/p(l))

WRITE #5, CSNG(rho(l)/rho( l))

WRITE #6,CSNG(mach(i)/math(l))

WRITE #7, CSNG(bigx(i))

WRITE #10, CSNG(tsat(i))

WRITE #11, CSNG(t(i))

NEXT i

WRITE U8,WI$:WRITE #8,w2$:WRlTE #8, VV3$:WP!-I E #8,w4$:WRlTE #8,W5$

WRITE #8,w7$:WR1’lT #8, w8$:WRITE U8,fluid$

WRITE #9, lsink:WFllTE #9,do/,0254:WRlTE #9,di!,0254:WRlTE #9,hbor

WRITE #9, t(0): WRlTE #9,q(l):WRlTE #9,qsum

CLOSE #1 :CLOSE W: CLC)SE#3: CLOSE #4: CLC)SE.P5:CLC)SE#6: CLOSE #7

CLOSE #8: CLOSE #O:CLCWE #l O:CLOSE #11

nprlnt-4”nprlnt

qf,llln-O:plnc-f~ prinl:l”lllN’T” nil - “,nr~
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PRINTW Z(m) T(K) hfg(J/kg) *(W) q(w) x Mach No.”

FOR i=l TO nn

qsum-qsum+delq(i)

IF i-l THEN GOTOtable

IF i=pinc OR i=nn THEN GOTO table

GOTOlooper

table:

pinc=nprint+pinc

PRINT USING” #.###”;z(i);

PRINT USING” ###.##”; tsat(i); : PRINT USiNG” #.####A’AA”; Mg(i), q(i);

PRINT USING” ###.###”;qsum;

PRINT USING” #.#####”; bigx(i),mach(i)

looper:

NEXT i

REM ● ******”**”” SUBROUTINES . ************** ●

REM +++++++ +++++ +++7++’+++ ++++++++++++++++++++++++

REM +++++++++++++++- >++t+-k+++++++++++++++++++

REM calculale temperature along saturation curve, tsat(i) correspw ding

REM to p(i)

SUB sattemp( p,tO,ts) STATIC

SHARED qqx%?

ts=10 :ncountl=O

GOTO ttoop

tcor}13:

PRINTW max. iteration count crilora (100), exceeded”

PRINT” continue with relaxed convorgance crllera ‘?”

INPUT” enter rww valu~(negative #=stop)”;epps2

IF opps2 <-01 THEN STOP
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tcont2:

tsnOw=ts-(pO-p) /pOprime

IF ABS(@new-ts)/ts)<epps2 THEN GOTO tcontl

W n,coun~100 THEN GOTO tcont3

ts=tsnew

GOTOMop

REM wotiing fluid = n-octadecane

-’

pO=7.8617#-2644 .l#*(l/ts)- 173690 #*(l/ts)A2

pO=132.t39#*10Ap0 ‘ [N/mA2]

pOprime=LOG(l 0#)*(2644.1 #/ts`2+2#*l 7369 O#/tsA3)*pO

GOTO tcont2

tcontl:

ts=tsnew

END SUB

REM +++++-+++++++++.}77 ++++++++++++*+

REM calculate sonic limit and mass throughput at the evaporator exit

S!JB sonic(temp,latheat,qsonic) STATIC

SHARED rhoO,k,rg,pi,di

qovera=rhoO*SQR(k*rg*temp

ac_pi*diA2/4

qsonic=ac’qovera

END SUB

●latheat/SQR(2* k+l))

REM +++++++++++’4+++++++++++++++

REM finds M2using incremental search aocf bisection method

SUB mach2(j,dm,Ml ,M2) STATIC

SHARED k,pi,mdoto, muuo,adum,” wdum,delz,do,epps,lrnach,limmach,f

dm~dm/delz : Mfix=Ml

Roy-41 *mdot(j)/rn uu(j)/p i/do

PRINT “Re No.’’,Rey

IF Rey <10’5 THEN GOTCI 302

301 : f-.0791 /ReyA(l/4) :GOTO 303

302 : f= SQR((3.6”LOG(Roy /”7))Af)
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REM friction factor routine :Prandtl’s Eqn. ‘fixed pt. iteration scheme

303 : fstar=f*Rey

bdum=fstar*muu( j)”pi*k/dm

cdurn = (1 I +adum)/(21*adum +bdum)

ddum = (1 l-bdum)/(21*adu~n + bdum)

edum=wdum*Ml

edum=edum*(l !+adum*Ml A2)A(-l!*cdum)

REM Incremental search routine

ncount2=l

jj=O

rng=Ml
GOTO machfunc

it3contl:

ncount2=ncount2+l

jj=l

xsav=xdum

M2=Ml+(M1-lmach)

mg=M2: GOTO machtunc

it3cont2:

IF (xsav ● xdum) <01 THEN GOTO bisect

Ml =M2 : GOTO it3contl

REM Bisection Routine

bisect:

jj=jj+l

mlo = Ml : mhi R M2

itloop 10

mg = (mhi+mlo)*,5

jjj-O

GOTO machfunc

illconll:

jj=jj+l

IF ABS(xdum) < opps GOTO endloop3

jjj=l

msave = mg
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xsav = xdum

mg = mb: GOTO machfunc

itlcont2:

IF xsav”xdum < O! THEN mhi = msave ELSE mlc~= msave

IF jj>50 THEN PRINT” max. iteration stop criteria, jj = “; jj

‘C jj>50 THEN PRINTWM2, msave :“; mg, msave

IF jj>50 THEN PRINT”continue ? “:STOP

GOTO itbo@

REM function for implicitly defining downstream Mach No. in W(ms of

REM upstream Mach No. and mass removal rate.

machfunc:

IF mg > Iimmach THEN GOTO endbop2

IF (2!-bdum*mgA2)/( 21-bdum*MfixA2) < 0 THEN STOP

xdum = mg*(li+adum*mgA2 )A(-l!*cdum)*( (21-bdum*mg A2)/(21-bdum*Mf ixA2))Addum

xdum =xdum - edum

IF jj=O GOTO it3conll

IF jj=l GOTO it3cont2

IF jj>l AND ~j= O GOTO itlcontl

IF jj>l AND jjj= 1 GOTO itlcont2

endloop2:

PRINT” Solution becoming asymptotic i“’

PRINT” Upstream Mach No.(M1 ) and downstream search interval [a.b] for M2”

PRINT USING”########.# “;Mfix,ml ,m2

PRINT”Continue ? M2 and all subsequent math numbers will be set “

lNPUT”at INPUT value. (negative number = NO )“; mg

IF rng <0 THEN STOP

endloop3:

M2 = mg

END SUB

REM working fluid = octadecane

REM calculates saturation pressure (stagnation pressure for stagnation

REM temperature)
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S#.TPRESS

pO=7.861 7-2644.1 ●(1/tsat(i))- i 73690 #*(1/tsat(i))A2

pO=132.89*10~p0 ‘ [N/mA2]

RETURN

REM workirm fluid = octadecane

REM calculates the latent heat ot fljsion as a function of temperature

IATHEAT:

tr=tsat(i)/tc

hfg(i)=(l 0481*(1 -tr)A.354+l 28 05*(l-tr)A.456) *4l84/MW' [J/kg]

RETURN

REM working fluid = octadecane

REM calculates the vapor absolute viscosity at atmospheric pressure and

REM temperature t(i).

VISCCIS

aa=l .16145: bb=.14874: cc=.52467: dd=.7732: ee=2.161 78: ff=2.43787

tfict=.001 451 “tsat(i)

muu(i)=aa/tfictAbb+ cc/E)t P(dd*tfict)+ee/EXP( ff*tfict)

muu(i)_.00000051 873 Y*SQR(tsat(i)/muu( i)) ‘ [kg/m/s]

RETURN

REM

REM

REM

REM

REM

REM

REM

REM

REM

REM

########### Program Description #############

Mass migratiorl within a heat pipe. The heat pipe is operaling under

sonic conditions at some heat load and corresponding sink temperature

significantly lower than its design operating point. The conditions at

the evaporator exit (choko point) are defined. These conditions

,Wrrn the entrance boundary conditions for the mass migration

model. Thai is, the mass flowrate, temperature and corresponding

saturation pressure as well as vapor velocity (math 1.0) are known at

the evaporator exit. The parameters describing #he heat sink, once

defined, complete the list of necessary constraints on the model.
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REM This model requires an input heat sink temperature and an equivalent

REM heat transfer coefficient (hbar). Hbar may be a constant or a function

REM of one or more variables.

REM The temperature of each element is assumed to equal the exit temper-

REM ature of the previous element ( e.g., TI =T evw. exit).

REM Important assumptions used to simplify the 1-D governing compressible

REM flow equation are: 1) constant stagnation temperature; 2) constant

REM cross sectional area; 3) condensation at the main stream axial velocity

REM In addition, there are no internal bor’.es present to produce drag.
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d[x

Sample Calculations for a Parametric Study

for the Vibration Response Technique for Measuring Mass

Migration in a Heat Pipe
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..-. -w ..6 .— au ml 0( fuz, spring cons~anls, ID/[n

Ro := 0.25
Ri. := Ro-6

t := .1128

i := 1 .. 100

11 := I.-i
i

P := 0.29

tube radius, inches & := 0.010 wall thick., in.

Mass moment of inertia about the C.G. for for an eccentric load.
In this case two 5 oz. accelerometers, spaced 8.35”.

12 := 11 .1.001 L := 11 + 12 total length

i. i i i i

density, stainless steel lb/inA3

ma [ 2’JL:=p-m. Ro tube weight, (force: Ibm)
i i

ma
i

m— .-.- tube mass, lbf*sA2/in
i 386.4

m
i

J .-—.
● -

i, 4

rJ
i

r ..__,-

i rmi

2“
L

2 2i
Ro+Ri+—

3

1

mass moment of inertia for
a tube, in-lb -s A2/radian

+{

1
L ,-.—.

● -

[

‘k2 “ 12 - kl-11
,i. m i i 1

i
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i

WI
i

1

[

2 2
c .-.- —- kl.11 + k2.12

J i. 1i
i

CI12

i

.-.-

● ✍
✎✍

a
i

2
b

i

2

rad/second

(I)1 @z
il il

fl := ,— ..- f2 := —“- cycles/see, (Hz)
i 211 i 211

f2
i

rat := —---
i fl

i
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.

L = 24;012
12

fl = 42.733
12

f2 = 24.061
12

90

o

50

f2
i

Hz

o

2

rat
i

o

1 I I 1“ I
\

I I
\ 1

I I I I
l\

! I 1
\

I
I

I

I

o L 100
i

inches

I I 1 I I I I

I I

/ I

o L 100
i

inches

o L 100
i

inches
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endix

Thermophysical Properties for Octadecane
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392.773
425.351
442,870
460,617
480.538
492,854
509.165
533.618
561.167
590,319

1.330+2
6.67e+2
? ,33e+3
2.67e+3
5.33e+3
a,00e+3
1.33e+4
2.67e+4
5.33e+4
l,01e+5

v“Wsw

I_OQ___-Lfxm.lLJNisfQ

330!000
3!50.000
370,000
390,000
410>000
430,000
450.000
470000
490.000
510.000
530,(100
550.000
570,000
!;00000

2,1740
1,5919
1.2074
0.!3421
0.7531
0,6147
U45109
0,4313
0,3692
0,3200
0.)003
0,247Q
0.2211
Ol!)iln

t l-led

T(K) (J/l@

310.000
340.000
270.000
400.000
430.000
460.000
490.000
510.000
540,000
570,000
600,000

3.071 e+5
2. Q83e+5
2.891e+5
2.794e+5
2,892e+5
2.585e+5
2219e+5
2.l$5e+5
l!’Q92e+5
1,844e+5
1.663e+5

r Viscosity

IJ.uL_lmiG.uP.Qhi@

330000
350,000
370000
390.000
410,000
430,000
4!)0,000
4 ?0 000
~(]() 000
510 (-)00

!J:lr) 000

5!)0 000

!:)/0 000
!,()() [)()()

40,4240
42,8300
45.2600
47.7120
50.1840
52.6730
55.1760
!$7,6930
60,2200
62,7550
65.2060
67,8410
?03880
12,fd3Go
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Demiily

330.000
3:3.000
370,000
390.000
410,000
430.000
450.000
470.000
490.000
51 O.OC’O
530.000
550.000
570!OOC
590.000

0.7563
0.7419
0.7276
0.7132
0,6988
0,6843
0.6697
0.6549
0,6397
0.6242
0.6063
0.5919
0.5749
0,5573

Ywx DendU

330,000
350,000
370.000
390,000
410,000
430,000
450.000
470<000
490,000
510.000
530,000
550.000
570,000
590,000

I_OQ------ ($.ymlmj

330,000
350,000
370,000
390,000
410.000
430,000
450,000
47000(1
490,(-)00
510,000
530.00[)
55(-, ()(?0
:)/0,000”
!)!)() ()()()

2,200cP7
9.0000-7
3.100e”6
9.100e-6
2,400e”5
5,600e.5
1.200e.4
2,400e-4
4.600e-4
8,200e.4
1.4000-3
2.200e-3
3,500e.3
5.3000-3
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